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Overview

•Open-flavour production


• Inclusive quarkonium production


• Exclusive quarkonium production in ultra-peripheral collisions


• Spectroscopy



Open-flavour production



1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.
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region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2
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leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
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fragmentation large mass: 

→ provides hard scale: (test) perturbative QCD

→ probe nucleon/nucleus

→ created  at beginning of interaction

→ investigate parton interaction with medium
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D meson production

Prompt D*±, D±, D0 production in pp at         = 13 TeV
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5. Results 11

Figure 4: Differential cross sections ds/dpT (upper) and ds/d|h| (lower) for the D⇤± meson.
Data points (black) are compared with several MC simulation models and theoretical predic-
tions. The statistical and total uncertainties are reported separated by horizontal bars. On the
lower panel of the figures, the ratio of the predictions to the central value of the data is shown.
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Figure 5: Differential cross section ds/dpT (upper) and ds/d|h| (lower) for the D0 (D0) meson.
Data points (black) are compared with several MC simulation models and theoretical predic-
tions. The statistical and total uncertainties are reported separated by horizontal bars. On the
lower panel of the figures, the ratio of the predictions to the central value of the data is shown.

5. Results 13

Figure 6: Differential cross section ds/dpT (upper) and ds/d|h| (lower) for the D± meson. Data
points (black) are compared with several MC simulation models and theoretical predictions.
The statistical and total uncertainties are reported separated by horizontal bars. On the lower
panel of the figures, the ratio of the predictions to the central value of the data is shown.
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Fragmentation of c quarks
Non-prompt and prompt D-meson production in pp collisions at

!
s = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Figure 9: Ratios between the pT-differential production cross sections of D+ and D0 mesons (left panel) and
between the one of D+

s mesons and the sum of the D0- and D+-meson cross sections (right panel) compared
with predictions obtained with FONLL calculations [56, 57] and PYTHIA 8 [70, 71] for the Hb " D+X decay
kinematics. For the non-prompt D+

s /(D
0 +D+) ratio, the predictions for the D+

s from B0
s and from non-strange B

meson decays are also displayed separately.

decay to D0 and D+ mesons, and all D#+s mesons decay to D+
s mesons. Considering that the uncertainties

in the production ratios reported in Table 5 are dominated by the limited precision of the measurements
in the low pT region and that the pT-differential ratios are constant within uncertainties, the ratio of
charm-quark fragmentation fractions was computed by fitting the data with a constant function, leading
to

!

fs

fu + fd

"

charm
= 0.137±0.005(stat)±0.006(syst)±0.005(BR). (8)

In addition to the degree of correlation among the D-meson species considered for the computation of
the pT-differential ratios, all the sources of systematic uncertainties except for the one related to the raw-
yield extraction were propagated as fully correlated among the different pT intervals. A similar strategy
was adopted by the LHCb Collaboration for the beauty sector in Ref. [37].

In Fig. 10, the charm-quark fragmentation-fraction ratio fs/( fu+ fd) is compared with previous measure-
ments of strangeness suppression factor !s from the ALICE [5], H1 [90], ZEUS [91], and ATLAS [18]
Collaborations. They were divided by a factor two to account for the difference between !s and the ratio
of fragmentation fractions fs/( fu + fd). The theoretical uncertainties in case of the H1 result include
the branching ratio uncertainty and the model dependencies of the acceptance determination, while for
the ATLAS result the extrapolation uncertainties to the full phase space are included. All the values are
compatible within uncertainties and with the average of measurements at LEP [83]. The experimental
points are also compared to the value obtained from PYTHIA 8 simulations with Monash-13 tune [72]
and found to be compatible with it within the uncertainties, even if a tension of about 2.7 standard devi-
ations (including both statistical and systematic uncertainties) is observed for the result presented in this
paper.

A similar procedure was followed to obtain the fragmentation fraction of beauty quarks to beauty-
strange mesons divided by the one to non-strange beauty mesons, starting from the measured non-prompt
D+

s /(D
0 +D+) ratio. In the case of non-prompt D mesons, an additional correction factor was necessary

to account for the fraction of non-prompt D+
s mesons not originating from B0

s decays and that of non-

18

• Updated (EPJC79(2019)388) and new measurement

• Ratio is constant with pT

ALICE, arXiv:2102.13601
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with predictions obtained with FONLL calculations [56, 57] and PYTHIA 8 [70, 71] for the Hb " D+X decay
kinematics. For the non-prompt D+

s /(D
0 +D+) ratio, the predictions for the D+

s from B0
s and from non-strange B

meson decays are also displayed separately.

decay to D0 and D+ mesons, and all D#+s mesons decay to D+
s mesons. Considering that the uncertainties

in the production ratios reported in Table 5 are dominated by the limited precision of the measurements
in the low pT region and that the pT-differential ratios are constant within uncertainties, the ratio of
charm-quark fragmentation fractions was computed by fitting the data with a constant function, leading
to
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charm
= 0.137±0.005(stat)±0.006(syst)±0.005(BR). (8)

In addition to the degree of correlation among the D-meson species considered for the computation of
the pT-differential ratios, all the sources of systematic uncertainties except for the one related to the raw-
yield extraction were propagated as fully correlated among the different pT intervals. A similar strategy
was adopted by the LHCb Collaboration for the beauty sector in Ref. [37].

In Fig. 10, the charm-quark fragmentation-fraction ratio fs/( fu+ fd) is compared with previous measure-
ments of strangeness suppression factor !s from the ALICE [5], H1 [90], ZEUS [91], and ATLAS [18]
Collaborations. They were divided by a factor two to account for the difference between !s and the ratio
of fragmentation fractions fs/( fu + fd). The theoretical uncertainties in case of the H1 result include
the branching ratio uncertainty and the model dependencies of the acceptance determination, while for
the ATLAS result the extrapolation uncertainties to the full phase space are included. All the values are
compatible within uncertainties and with the average of measurements at LEP [83]. The experimental
points are also compared to the value obtained from PYTHIA 8 simulations with Monash-13 tune [72]
and found to be compatible with it within the uncertainties, even if a tension of about 2.7 standard devi-
ations (including both statistical and systematic uncertainties) is observed for the result presented in this
paper.

A similar procedure was followed to obtain the fragmentation fraction of beauty quarks to beauty-
strange mesons divided by the one to non-strange beauty mesons, starting from the measured non-prompt
D+

s /(D
0 +D+) ratio. In the case of non-prompt D mesons, an additional correction factor was necessary

to account for the fraction of non-prompt D+
s mesons not originating from B0

s decays and that of non-
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• Updated (EPJC79(2019)388) and new measurement

• Ratio is constant with pT

ALICE, arXiv:2102.13601
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• Improved precision wrt.      =7 TeV measurement (JHEP04(2018)108)

• Decrease with pT

→ suggests difference for meson and baryon fragmentation


• Larger than for e+e- and ep measurements                                   
→ suggests non-universality
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!+
c production in pp and p–Pb collisions at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV ALICE Collaboration

lated, with weights defined as the inverse of the quadratic sum of the relative statistical and uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties. The sources of systematic uncertainty assumed to be uncorrelated between
different decay channels were those due to the raw-yield extraction, the statistical uncertainties on the
efficiency and acceptance, and those related to the !+

c selection. The remaining uncertainties were
assumed to be correlated, except the branching ratio uncertainties, which were treated as partially corre-
lated among the hadronic-decay modes as defined in [36]. The weighted average of the two !+

c " pK0
S

results in p–Pb collisions, which utilise different analysis approaches but are statistically correlated, was
calculated considering only the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties in the weights.
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Figure 1: Left: Prompt !+
c and D0 pT-differential cross section in pp collisions and in p–Pb collisions at

!
sNN =

5.02 TeV. The results in p–Pb collisions are scaled with the atomic mass number A of the Pb nucleus. Statistical
uncertainties are shown as vertical bars, while systematic uncertainties are shown as boxes. Right: the !+

c /D0

ratio as a function of pT measured in pp collisions at
!

s = 5.02 TeV compared with theoretical predictions (see
text for details).

Figure 1 (left) shows a comparison of the !+
c pT-differential cross sections in pp and in p–Pb collisions

at
!

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The D0 pT-differential cross sections measured in the same collision systems and
at the same centre-of-mass energy [10, 49] are also shown. In order to compare the spectral shapes in the
two different collision systems at the same energy, the results in p–Pb collisions are scaled by the atomic
mass number of the lead nucleus. For !+

c baryons the spectral shape in p–Pb collisions is slightly harder
than in pp collisions, while for D0 mesons the spectral shapes are fully consistent within uncertainties.

Figure 1 (right) shows the baryon-to-meson ratio !+
c /D0 measured in pp collisions at

!
s = 5.02 TeV

as a function of pT, compared to theoretical predictions. The uncertainty on the luminosity cancels in
the ratio. The !+

c /D0 ratio is measured to be 0.4–0.6 at low pT, and decreases to around 0.3 at high
pT. The previous results at

!
s = 7 TeV hinted at a decrease of the !+

c /D0 ratio with pT, although
the precision was not enough to confirm this [11]. The results in pp collisions at

!
s = 5.02 TeV, with

much higher precision than
!

s = 7 TeV results, show a clear decrease with increasing pT. The strong
pT-dependence of the !+

c /D0 ratio in both collision systems is in contrast with the ratios of strange and
non-strange D mesons in pp collisions at

!
s = 5.02 TeV and

!
s = 7 TeV [10, 50] and in p–Pb collisions

at
!

sNN = 5.02 TeV [49], which do not show a significant pT dependence within uncertainties and thus
indicate there are no large differences between fragmentation functions of charm quarks to charmed
mesons. The result presented here instead provides strong indications that the fragmentation functions
of baryons and mesons differ significantly.

The measured !+
c /D0 ratios in pp collisions are compared with predictions from several MC generators

5

ALICE, arXiv:2011.06078

colour reconnection beyond the 

leading-colour approximation 

=

statistical hadronisation model 

+ decaying excited states=
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Fragmentation of b quarks
• b hadrons in jets from tt event sample


• Complement data from e+e- annihilation


• Probe effect of QCD ISR, multiple partonic  
interactions on fragmentation in more complex 
environment of hadron colliders
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Figure 5: Comparison of particle-level observable distributions between MC and unfolded data. The plotted data
points correspond to the maximum likelihood for the particle-level cross-section; the uncertainty bands are the
16%-84% quantiles for the posterior distribution of the particle-level cross section.

in Ref. [79] are used. In the second, the shower evolution variable in the splitting functions involving
heavy-flavor quarks was tuned based on LHC Z + bb̄ production measurements. The prediction from the
default settings is in much better agreement with the data.
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overall good agreement between data and Monte Carlo

ATLAS, ATLAS-CONF-2020-050

• Comparison of charged momentum of b hadron to 

‣ charged jet components
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Quarkonium production

• Production mechanism of quarkonia not understood

• Usual assumption: factorisation between QQ formation and QQ hadronisation

• Different approaches for hadronisation: colour-evaporation model, colour-singlet model, non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD)
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Measurements to probe quarkonium production:

• different COM energies

• large range in pT and rapidity

• various types of quarkonium states

•  polarisation



Quarkonium production in pp

PHENIX, Phys. Rev. D  101 (2020) 052006

extraction uncertainty is assigned to account for the
yield variations when using different functions, i.e.,
second, third, and fourth order polynomials, to fit the
correlated background and !3% uncertainty is as-
signed to account for the !!2S" contribution. The
systematic uncertainty associated with A"rec includes
the uncertainty on the input pT and rapidity distribu-
tions which are extracted by varying these distribu-
tions over the range of the statistical uncertainty of the
data, yielding 4.4% (5.0%) for the north (south) arm.
Additional 11.2% (8.8%) systematic effect for the
north (south) arm was also considered to account for
the azimuthal angle distribution difference between
data and simulation. To be consistent with the real data
analysis, a trigger emulator was used to match the
level-1 dimuon trigger for the data. The efficiency of
the trigger emulator was studied by applying it to the
data and comparing the resulting mass spectrum to the
mass spectrum when applying the level-1 dimuon
trigger which resulted in a 1.5% (2%) uncertainty for
the north (south) arm. Type-B systematic uncertainties
are added in quadrature and amount to 16.0% (12.4%)
for the north (south) arm. They are shown as shaded
bands on the associated data points.

Type-C.—An overall normalization uncertainty of 10%
was assigned for the BBC cross section and efficiency
uncertainties [24] that allow the data points to move
together by a common multiplicative factor.

In the measurement of the !!2S" to J=! ratio, most
of the mentioned systematic uncertainties cancel out.
However, the fit that was used to extract the yields is
more complex and additional systematic uncertainties arose
from the constraints applied during the fitting process.
A systematic uncertainty from constraining the normali-

zation factor is determined by varying the mass range over
which the factor is calculated and a 3%systematic uncertainty
is assigned for both arms. Systematic uncertainty of 3% (7%)
was assigned to the north (south) arm on the fit range by
varying the range around the nominal values, 2–5 GeV=c2.
The effect of constraining the second Gaussian peak width to
200 MeV=c2 was studied by varying the width between 175
and 225 MeV=c2, resulting in a systematic uncertainty of
12% (10%) in the north (south) arm.
The systematic uncertainty component on A"rec that

survived the ratio amounts to 2.7% (4.1%) in the north

(south) arm. The systematic uncertainties associated with
the ratio measurement are summarized in Table II.

IV. RESULTS

The inclusive J=! differential cross section as a function
of pT is calculated independently for each muon arm, then
the results are combined using the best-linear-unbiased-
estimate method [25]. Results obtained using the two muon
spectrometers are consistent within statistical uncertainties.
The combined inclusive J=! differential cross section is
shown in Fig. 5 and listed in Table III. The gray shaded
bands represent the weighted average of the quadratic sum
of type-B systematic uncertainties of the north and south
arms, !10.1%. The average is weighted based on the
statistical uncertainties of each arm.
The data points are corrected to account for the finite

width of the analyzed pT bins [26]. We compare the data to
inclusive J=! data at 200 GeV [2] which show similar pT
dependence. At low pT, the data are compared to prompt
J=! leading-order (LO) NRQCD calculations [8,13]
coupled to a Color Glass Condensate (CGC) description
of the low-x gluons in the proton [9]. For the rest of pT
range, the data are compared to prompt J=! NLO NRQCD
calculations [8,13]. The LO-NRQCD# CGC calculations
overestimate the data at low pT. The NLO-NRQCD
calculations underestimate the data at high pT , while to
some extent, are consistent with the data at intermediate pT ,
3–5 GeV=c. It is important to stress that the nonprompt
J=! contribution (from excited charmonium states and

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties associated with the differ-
ential cross section ratio of !!2S" to J=! in the north (south) arm.

Type Origin North (south)

B #!2s"=#!1s" constraint 3% (3%)
B Background fit mass range 3% (7%)
B Second Gaussian width constraint 12% (10%)
B A"rec 2.7% (4.1%)
B Quadratic sum 13% (13%)
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FIG. 5. The inclusive J=! differential cross section as a
function of pT at 1.2 < jyj < 2.2 at 510 GeV (closed [red]
circles) and at 200 GeV (open [blue] squares). The error bars
represent the statistical uncertainties, and gray shaded bands
(although too small to appear on the data points) are added
representing the quadratic sum of type-B systematic uncertain-
ties. NRQCD calculations at 510 GeV [8] are also shown.
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J/ 

collision energy, the pT spectrum is harder than previously
published PHENIX results for

!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV [12], where

the fit parameter b that determines the hardness of the
spectrum for a given n was estimated to be smaller at
3.41" 0.21 and the parameter n was comparable at
4.6" 0.4. Figure 6 also shows a comparison of the
measured J=! differential cross section with a theory
prediction based on full NRQCD at next-to-leading-order
(NLO) with leading relativistic corrections that includes CS
and CO states, provided by Butenschön et al. [35]. The
sources of theory uncertainties include variations of theory
scale and LDMEs. Within its uncertainties, the theory
calculation is in agreement with the experimental results
within its valid range of pT ! 2 GeV=c, justifying the use
of the theory model for predictions of polarization mea-
surements in this kinematic range.
The pT-integrated cross section times branching ratio is

shown in Fig. 7 along with the previous PHENIX results at!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV [36] and the world results from the LHC

[37,38] and Tevatron [39]. A simple logarithmic depend-
ence on the collision energy is seen for J=! production
at midrapidity, making estimates of J=! yield at any!!!
s

p
easy and inviting the theory community to model

the trend. The pT-integrated cross section times branching

ratio was found to be 97.6" 3.6 #stat$ " 5.1 #syst$"
9.8 #global$ " 19.5 #multiple collision$ nb.
The final results of the three primary angular coefficients

are shown in Figs. 8–10. Uncertainties on measurements in
different frames are correlated. Due to limited detector
acceptance in " at midrapidity, #$ (Fig. 8) is poorly
constrained compared to #% (Fig. 9). Theory predictions
based on full NRQCD at NLO with leading relativistic
corrections that includes CS and CO states, provided by
Butenschön et al. [40], are overlaid with the measurements.
The uncertainty bands on the NRQCD predictions account
for the scale uncertainties and uncertainties on the LDMEs.
The LDMEs were obtained in a global analysis of unpo-
larized data that excludes measurements from hadropro-
duction with pT < 3.0 GeV=c. To improve consistency
with the data, the feed down from heavier charmonium
states was subtracted in the theory prediction. The fraction
of J=! events from b-flavored hadron decays is negligible
at RHIC. In PHENIX, the unpolarized yield measurements
[12] are well described down to 1 GeV=c, justifying the
comparison to the polarized measurements.
In Figs. 11 and 12, the results are also shown in terms of

frame-invariant observables #̃ and F, defined in Eq. (2).
Measuring these invariant variables provides a direct test
for the underlying production mechanisms. Comparing
results in different frames can additionally serve as robust
tools to address systematic uncertainties. Consistency
between different frames shown for #̃ in Fig. 11 and
for F in Fig. 12 indicates that systematic effects are under

FIG. 6. The measured differential J=! cross section times
branching ratio as a function of transverse momentum.
Fit parameters are A ! 37.6" 2.2 nb=#GeV=c$, b ! 4.33"
0.28 GeV=c, and n ! 4.61" 0.32. Open rectangles show sys-
tematic point-by-point uncertainties. Global normalization un-
certainty of 10.1% is not shown. The green curve shows
theory prediction based on full NRQCD at NLO with leading
relativistic corrections that include CS and CO states, provided by
Butenschön et al. [35]. The light green band indicates theory
uncertainty.

FIG. 7. The PHENIX results of pT -integrated cross section
times branching ratio for J=! production at midrapidity, shown
with world data. All systematic errors for CDF and ALICE
experiments were added in quadrature. The fit parameters are
C ! 70.4 nb, and a ! 9.27 TeV!1. The pink band shows the
one-sigma fit uncertainty.
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Quarkonium production measured by the STAR experiment Leszek Kosarzewski

4. Quarkonium production in p+A collisions at psNN = 200 GeV

Both the J/y and ° RpAu have been measured at
p

sNN = 200 GeV through the dimuon and
dielectron channels, respectively. Figure 4 shows preliminary results on ° RpA, which are com-
pared to previous results from d+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV [6] and model calculations

incorporating energy loss or nPDF [18] or both [19] effects. These new results have an improved
precision over the previous ones and suggest ° suppression in p+Au collisions. The new STAR
data are systematically overestimated by the models, but are on the edge of the model uncertainty
band.

Figure 3: Inclusive ° (1S + 2S + 3S), ° (1S) and
° (2S + 3S) cross section vs. pT compared to
CGC+NRQCD [15, 10] and CEM model [16] calcu-
lations.
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Figure 4: Nuclear modification factor RpAu (RdAu)
vs. rapidity y. STAR ° data in p+Au and d+Au col-
lisions [6] are compared to PHENIX data [20] and
model predictions including nPDF [18] and energy
loss with nPDF [19] effects.

5. Quarkonium production in A+A collisions at psNN = 200 GeV

The J/y nuclear modification factor RAA has been measured in both the dielectron and dimuon
channels in Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. The RAA has also been measured in the di-

electron channel in U+U collisions at
p

sNN = 193 GeV. The new measurement in the dielectron
channel are presented in Fig. 5 [21] for different collision centralities. A strong increase has been
observed at very low pT < 0.1 GeV/c, which is likely caused by coherent photon-nucleus interac-
tions. On the other hand at pT ⇠ 1 GeV/c a suppression, due to dissociation in QGP and possible
CNM effects, is observed.

Figure 6 [22] shows J/y RAA in Au+Au collisions vs. number of participant nucleons Npart

measured in the dimuon channel along with ALICE measurements. The data are compared to
Rapp’s [23] (TAMU) and Tsinghua group calculations [24, 25] which take into account both dis-
sociation and regeneration effects, and also to the Statistical Hadronization Model (SHM) [26].
Rapp’s model includes CNM effects and uses a T-matrix based approach to describe the in-medium
dynamics of the cc̄ pair. The Tsinghua model does not include the CNM effects. It describes the

3

STAR, pp at       = 500 GeV
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reported. A complete description of the ALICE detector
can be found in [7, 8].

2. Results in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV

In addition to the measurements in heavy-ion colli-
sions, it is also interesting to measure the charmonium
production in pp collisions. Indeed, it provides a ref-
erence for the measurement in Pb–Pb collisions and
also allows to explore the QCD models, as the quarko-
nium formation involves both hard-scale processes for
heavy quark production, and soft-scale processes for
hadronization.

2.1. J/ production cross section

A new measurement of the J/ production cross sec-
tion in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV at mid-rapidity

as a function of transverse momentum (pT) is presented
in Fig. 1. It is compared with previous measurements
at mid-rapidity at collision energies of

p
s = 7 TeV [9]

and
p

s = 5.02 TeV [10]. With the increasing collision
energy, a hardening of the pT is observed, similar to ob-
servations at forward rapidity [11].
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Figure 1: J/ cross section measured at mid-rapidity for di↵erent col-
lision energies as a function of pT.

2.2. Normalized J/ yield as a function of charged-

particle multiplicity

A good test of QCD models is the measurement of
the normalized J/ yield as a function of the normalized
charged-particle multiplicity. The correlation between
the two quantities helps to constrain the interplay be-
tween the soft and hard mechanisms in pp collisions.

A new measurement of the normalized inclusive
J/ yield at mid-rapidity as a function of normalized

charged-particle pseudorapidity density at mid-rapidity
in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV is presented in Fig. 2.

The data are compared with several theoretical mod-
els [12]. The normalized J/ yield exhibits a faster
than linear increase with the normalized multiplicity.
This behaviour is predicted by all the theoretical mod-
els currently used. It is explained e↵ectively as the re-
sult of a reduction of the charged-particle multiplicity at
high multiplicity, however each model attributes the ob-
served behavior to di↵erent underlying processes (color
string reconnection or percolation, gluon saturation, co-
herent particle production, 3-gluon fusion in gluon lad-
ders/Pomerons).

ALI-PUB-348246

Figure 2: Normalized inclusive pT-integrated J/ yield at mid-rapidity
as a function of normalized charged-particle pseudorapidity density
(|⌘| < 1) [12] compared with di↵erent models [13–17].

In order to better understand the mechanisms at play,
more tests are required on the models. In addition, the
possibility to separate between prompt and non-prompt
J/ could provide further information.

3. Results in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 8.16 TeV

Measuring the nuclear modification in p–Pb colli-
sions, meaning the ratio of production yields in p–Pb
collisions with respect to pp collisions, allows to un-
derstand cold nuclear matter (CNM) e↵ects, such as
nuclear shadowing of the partonic structure functions.
It leads to a change in the probability for a quark or
gluon to carry a fraction of the nucleon momentum (x)
and therefore a↵ects the production cross section of the
heavy quark pair. This allows to distinguish in the Pb–
Pb measurements the e↵ects that originate from the hot

• ATLAS, J/ѱ and ѱ(2S) in pp at       = 13 TeV

(ATLAS-CONF-2019-047)
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extraction uncertainty is assigned to account for the
yield variations when using different functions, i.e.,
second, third, and fourth order polynomials, to fit the
correlated background and !3% uncertainty is as-
signed to account for the !!2S" contribution. The
systematic uncertainty associated with A"rec includes
the uncertainty on the input pT and rapidity distribu-
tions which are extracted by varying these distribu-
tions over the range of the statistical uncertainty of the
data, yielding 4.4% (5.0%) for the north (south) arm.
Additional 11.2% (8.8%) systematic effect for the
north (south) arm was also considered to account for
the azimuthal angle distribution difference between
data and simulation. To be consistent with the real data
analysis, a trigger emulator was used to match the
level-1 dimuon trigger for the data. The efficiency of
the trigger emulator was studied by applying it to the
data and comparing the resulting mass spectrum to the
mass spectrum when applying the level-1 dimuon
trigger which resulted in a 1.5% (2%) uncertainty for
the north (south) arm. Type-B systematic uncertainties
are added in quadrature and amount to 16.0% (12.4%)
for the north (south) arm. They are shown as shaded
bands on the associated data points.

Type-C.—An overall normalization uncertainty of 10%
was assigned for the BBC cross section and efficiency
uncertainties [24] that allow the data points to move
together by a common multiplicative factor.

In the measurement of the !!2S" to J=! ratio, most
of the mentioned systematic uncertainties cancel out.
However, the fit that was used to extract the yields is
more complex and additional systematic uncertainties arose
from the constraints applied during the fitting process.
A systematic uncertainty from constraining the normali-

zation factor is determined by varying the mass range over
which the factor is calculated and a 3%systematic uncertainty
is assigned for both arms. Systematic uncertainty of 3% (7%)
was assigned to the north (south) arm on the fit range by
varying the range around the nominal values, 2–5 GeV=c2.
The effect of constraining the second Gaussian peak width to
200 MeV=c2 was studied by varying the width between 175
and 225 MeV=c2, resulting in a systematic uncertainty of
12% (10%) in the north (south) arm.
The systematic uncertainty component on A"rec that

survived the ratio amounts to 2.7% (4.1%) in the north

(south) arm. The systematic uncertainties associated with
the ratio measurement are summarized in Table II.

IV. RESULTS

The inclusive J=! differential cross section as a function
of pT is calculated independently for each muon arm, then
the results are combined using the best-linear-unbiased-
estimate method [25]. Results obtained using the two muon
spectrometers are consistent within statistical uncertainties.
The combined inclusive J=! differential cross section is
shown in Fig. 5 and listed in Table III. The gray shaded
bands represent the weighted average of the quadratic sum
of type-B systematic uncertainties of the north and south
arms, !10.1%. The average is weighted based on the
statistical uncertainties of each arm.
The data points are corrected to account for the finite

width of the analyzed pT bins [26]. We compare the data to
inclusive J=! data at 200 GeV [2] which show similar pT
dependence. At low pT, the data are compared to prompt
J=! leading-order (LO) NRQCD calculations [8,13]
coupled to a Color Glass Condensate (CGC) description
of the low-x gluons in the proton [9]. For the rest of pT
range, the data are compared to prompt J=! NLO NRQCD
calculations [8,13]. The LO-NRQCD# CGC calculations
overestimate the data at low pT. The NLO-NRQCD
calculations underestimate the data at high pT , while to
some extent, are consistent with the data at intermediate pT ,
3–5 GeV=c. It is important to stress that the nonprompt
J=! contribution (from excited charmonium states and

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties associated with the differ-
ential cross section ratio of !!2S" to J=! in the north (south) arm.

Type Origin North (south)

B #!2s"=#!1s" constraint 3% (3%)
B Background fit mass range 3% (7%)
B Second Gaussian width constraint 12% (10%)
B A"rec 2.7% (4.1%)
B Quadratic sum 13% (13%)
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J/ 

collision energy, the pT spectrum is harder than previously
published PHENIX results for

!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV [12], where

the fit parameter b that determines the hardness of the
spectrum for a given n was estimated to be smaller at
3.41" 0.21 and the parameter n was comparable at
4.6" 0.4. Figure 6 also shows a comparison of the
measured J=! differential cross section with a theory
prediction based on full NRQCD at next-to-leading-order
(NLO) with leading relativistic corrections that includes CS
and CO states, provided by Butenschön et al. [35]. The
sources of theory uncertainties include variations of theory
scale and LDMEs. Within its uncertainties, the theory
calculation is in agreement with the experimental results
within its valid range of pT ! 2 GeV=c, justifying the use
of the theory model for predictions of polarization mea-
surements in this kinematic range.
The pT-integrated cross section times branching ratio is

shown in Fig. 7 along with the previous PHENIX results at!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV [36] and the world results from the LHC

[37,38] and Tevatron [39]. A simple logarithmic depend-
ence on the collision energy is seen for J=! production
at midrapidity, making estimates of J=! yield at any!!!
s

p
easy and inviting the theory community to model

the trend. The pT-integrated cross section times branching

ratio was found to be 97.6" 3.6 #stat$ " 5.1 #syst$"
9.8 #global$ " 19.5 #multiple collision$ nb.
The final results of the three primary angular coefficients

are shown in Figs. 8–10. Uncertainties on measurements in
different frames are correlated. Due to limited detector
acceptance in " at midrapidity, #$ (Fig. 8) is poorly
constrained compared to #% (Fig. 9). Theory predictions
based on full NRQCD at NLO with leading relativistic
corrections that includes CS and CO states, provided by
Butenschön et al. [40], are overlaid with the measurements.
The uncertainty bands on the NRQCD predictions account
for the scale uncertainties and uncertainties on the LDMEs.
The LDMEs were obtained in a global analysis of unpo-
larized data that excludes measurements from hadropro-
duction with pT < 3.0 GeV=c. To improve consistency
with the data, the feed down from heavier charmonium
states was subtracted in the theory prediction. The fraction
of J=! events from b-flavored hadron decays is negligible
at RHIC. In PHENIX, the unpolarized yield measurements
[12] are well described down to 1 GeV=c, justifying the
comparison to the polarized measurements.
In Figs. 11 and 12, the results are also shown in terms of

frame-invariant observables #̃ and F, defined in Eq. (2).
Measuring these invariant variables provides a direct test
for the underlying production mechanisms. Comparing
results in different frames can additionally serve as robust
tools to address systematic uncertainties. Consistency
between different frames shown for #̃ in Fig. 11 and
for F in Fig. 12 indicates that systematic effects are under

FIG. 6. The measured differential J=! cross section times
branching ratio as a function of transverse momentum.
Fit parameters are A ! 37.6" 2.2 nb=#GeV=c$, b ! 4.33"
0.28 GeV=c, and n ! 4.61" 0.32. Open rectangles show sys-
tematic point-by-point uncertainties. Global normalization un-
certainty of 10.1% is not shown. The green curve shows
theory prediction based on full NRQCD at NLO with leading
relativistic corrections that include CS and CO states, provided by
Butenschön et al. [35]. The light green band indicates theory
uncertainty.

FIG. 7. The PHENIX results of pT -integrated cross section
times branching ratio for J=! production at midrapidity, shown
with world data. All systematic errors for CDF and ALICE
experiments were added in quadrature. The fit parameters are
C ! 70.4 nb, and a ! 9.27 TeV!1. The pink band shows the
one-sigma fit uncertainty.
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Quarkonium production measured by the STAR experiment Leszek Kosarzewski

4. Quarkonium production in p+A collisions at psNN = 200 GeV

Both the J/y and ° RpAu have been measured at
p

sNN = 200 GeV through the dimuon and
dielectron channels, respectively. Figure 4 shows preliminary results on ° RpA, which are com-
pared to previous results from d+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV [6] and model calculations

incorporating energy loss or nPDF [18] or both [19] effects. These new results have an improved
precision over the previous ones and suggest ° suppression in p+Au collisions. The new STAR
data are systematically overestimated by the models, but are on the edge of the model uncertainty
band.

Figure 3: Inclusive ° (1S + 2S + 3S), ° (1S) and
° (2S + 3S) cross section vs. pT compared to
CGC+NRQCD [15, 10] and CEM model [16] calcu-
lations.
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Figure 4: Nuclear modification factor RpAu (RdAu)
vs. rapidity y. STAR ° data in p+Au and d+Au col-
lisions [6] are compared to PHENIX data [20] and
model predictions including nPDF [18] and energy
loss with nPDF [19] effects.

5. Quarkonium production in A+A collisions at psNN = 200 GeV

The J/y nuclear modification factor RAA has been measured in both the dielectron and dimuon
channels in Au+Au collisions at

p
sNN = 200 GeV. The RAA has also been measured in the di-

electron channel in U+U collisions at
p

sNN = 193 GeV. The new measurement in the dielectron
channel are presented in Fig. 5 [21] for different collision centralities. A strong increase has been
observed at very low pT < 0.1 GeV/c, which is likely caused by coherent photon-nucleus interac-
tions. On the other hand at pT ⇠ 1 GeV/c a suppression, due to dissociation in QGP and possible
CNM effects, is observed.

Figure 6 [22] shows J/y RAA in Au+Au collisions vs. number of participant nucleons Npart

measured in the dimuon channel along with ALICE measurements. The data are compared to
Rapp’s [23] (TAMU) and Tsinghua group calculations [24, 25] which take into account both dis-
sociation and regeneration effects, and also to the Statistical Hadronization Model (SHM) [26].
Rapp’s model includes CNM effects and uses a T-matrix based approach to describe the in-medium
dynamics of the cc̄ pair. The Tsinghua model does not include the CNM effects. It describes the

3

STAR, pp at       = 500 GeV
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reported. A complete description of the ALICE detector
can be found in [7, 8].

2. Results in pp collisions at
p

s = 13 TeV

In addition to the measurements in heavy-ion colli-
sions, it is also interesting to measure the charmonium
production in pp collisions. Indeed, it provides a ref-
erence for the measurement in Pb–Pb collisions and
also allows to explore the QCD models, as the quarko-
nium formation involves both hard-scale processes for
heavy quark production, and soft-scale processes for
hadronization.

2.1. J/ production cross section

A new measurement of the J/ production cross sec-
tion in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV at mid-rapidity

as a function of transverse momentum (pT) is presented
in Fig. 1. It is compared with previous measurements
at mid-rapidity at collision energies of

p
s = 7 TeV [9]

and
p

s = 5.02 TeV [10]. With the increasing collision
energy, a hardening of the pT is observed, similar to ob-
servations at forward rapidity [11].
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Figure 1: J/ cross section measured at mid-rapidity for di↵erent col-
lision energies as a function of pT.

2.2. Normalized J/ yield as a function of charged-

particle multiplicity

A good test of QCD models is the measurement of
the normalized J/ yield as a function of the normalized
charged-particle multiplicity. The correlation between
the two quantities helps to constrain the interplay be-
tween the soft and hard mechanisms in pp collisions.

A new measurement of the normalized inclusive
J/ yield at mid-rapidity as a function of normalized

charged-particle pseudorapidity density at mid-rapidity
in pp collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV is presented in Fig. 2.

The data are compared with several theoretical mod-
els [12]. The normalized J/ yield exhibits a faster
than linear increase with the normalized multiplicity.
This behaviour is predicted by all the theoretical mod-
els currently used. It is explained e↵ectively as the re-
sult of a reduction of the charged-particle multiplicity at
high multiplicity, however each model attributes the ob-
served behavior to di↵erent underlying processes (color
string reconnection or percolation, gluon saturation, co-
herent particle production, 3-gluon fusion in gluon lad-
ders/Pomerons).

ALI-PUB-348246

Figure 2: Normalized inclusive pT-integrated J/ yield at mid-rapidity
as a function of normalized charged-particle pseudorapidity density
(|⌘| < 1) [12] compared with di↵erent models [13–17].

In order to better understand the mechanisms at play,
more tests are required on the models. In addition, the
possibility to separate between prompt and non-prompt
J/ could provide further information.

3. Results in p–Pb collisions at psNN = 8.16 TeV

Measuring the nuclear modification in p–Pb colli-
sions, meaning the ratio of production yields in p–Pb
collisions with respect to pp collisions, allows to un-
derstand cold nuclear matter (CNM) e↵ects, such as
nuclear shadowing of the partonic structure functions.
It leads to a change in the probability for a quark or
gluon to carry a fraction of the nucleon momentum (x)
and therefore a↵ects the production cross section of the
heavy quark pair. This allows to distinguish in the Pb–
Pb measurements the e↵ects that originate from the hot

• ATLAS, J/ѱ and ѱ(2S) in pp at       = 13 TeV

(ATLAS-CONF-2019-047)
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7 Measurement of the J/!J/!J/! –"c"c"c mass difference

While the prompt !c production measurement requires strin-
gent selection criteria at the trigger level to compete with the
challenging background conditions, charmonia produced in
b-hadron decays are reconstructed in an environment with a
controlled background level and are more suitable for a mass
measurement. For this reason, a looser selection is applied
for the entire data sample to measure the !c mass relative to
the well-known J/" mass.

Proton and antiproton candidates are required to have good
track-fit quality, to be incompatible with originating from any
PV, and to have a transverse momentum greater than 1.0 GeV.
The proton–antiproton system is required to have a vertex
with a good fit quality, a large significance, #2

FD > 81, of the
distance between this vertex and any PV, and to have a trans-
verse momentum greater than 5.5 GeV. The contamination
of the selected sample from J/" and !c prompt production
is estimated to be below 0.1%.

The mass difference $MJ/" , !c is extracted from an
extended maximum-likelihood fit to the Mpp distribution.
The fit provides a good description of the pp invariant-mass
distribution (Fig. 5) yielding

$MJ/" , !c = 113.0 ± 0.7 ± 0.1 MeV,

where the uncertainties are statistical and systematic.
The majority of the sources of systematic uncertainty

are common to the production measurement. The system-
atic uncertainty related to the momentum-scale calibration
is estimated by comparing the fit result with and without
the calibration applied. The total systematic uncertainty is
calculated as the quadratic sum of the individual contribu-
tions (Table 4). The dominant source of systematic uncer-
tainty is related to the resolution model and its pT depen-
dence.

As a cross-check, the invariant-mass fit is performed
simultaneously in seven bins of charmonium transverse
momentum to take into account a possible dependence
of the resolution on charmonium pT. The value obtained

123

LDME(J/ѱ)                LDME(ηc)
HQSS
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Nuclear effects on quarkonium production
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Figure 3: Cross-section ratio, �(�c2)/�(�c1) as a function of center-of-mass rapidity y⇤, for the
�c2 and �c1 promptly produced in pPb collisions measured using converted photons (red circles)
and calorimetric photons (blue squares). The error bars correspond to the total uncertainties.
Blue points and vertical uncertainties are shifted horizontally to improve visibility. The pPb
data are compared with results of converted sample in pp collisions at

p
s = 7 TeV [15] (yellow

triangles).

comparison between the shown pPb and pp data is the rapidity range, where the pPb
results are shifted by �0.5 in rapidity. Bearing that in mind, we can express the relative
suppression of �c2 and �c1 states via the ratio of their nuclear modification factors

R ⌘
�(�c2)/�(�c1)|pPb
�(�c2)/�(�c1)|pp

. (3)

Using the more precise calorimetric pPb results, the ratio of nuclear-modification factors
amounts to R = 1.41± 0.21± 0.18 at forward and R = 1.44± 0.24± 0.25 at backward
rapidity, and is consistent with unity, suggesting that within the precision achieved with
current data the nuclear e↵ects have the same impact on both �c1 and �c2 states, as
expected.

In summary, we present the first measurement of �c1,2 charmonium production in
nuclear collisions at the LHC. The cross-section ratio �(�c2)/�(�c1) is consistent with unity
for both forward and backward rapidity regions. This suggests that the final-state nuclear
e↵ects impact the �c1 and �c2 states similarly within the achieved precision. Moreover,
comparison with results measured in pp collisions hints at very similar suppression patterns
between the two states.
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The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the boxes correspond to uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties.

5 Conclusions

The results of studies on the inclusive !(2S) production in p-Pb collisions at
!
sNN =

8.16TeV, performed by ALICE, were shown. The data sample is about two times larger

than the one at
!
sNN = 5.02TeV, which was the object of a previous analysis [39].

The values of the nuclear modification factor indicate a 30–40% !(2S) suppression at

both forward and backward rapidity, with no significant transverse momentum dependence.

When compared with the corresponding values for J/!, a similar suppression is found at

forward rapidity, likely dominated by initial-state e!ects such as nuclear shadowing. At
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Fig. 9. !(1S), !(2S) and !(3S) RpPb at !sNN = 8.16 TeV as a function of ycms. The 
RpPb values of the three resonances are slightly displaced horizontally to improve 
visibility. Theoretical calculations including nCTEQ15 shadowing contribution and 
interactions between the ! states and comoving particles [15,52] are also shown 
for all the resonances. The grey box around unity represents the global uncertainty 
common to the three ! states. In the lower panel, the ratio of the !(2S) to !(1S) 
and !(3S) to !(1S) RpPb is shown, together with a calculation based on the afore-
mentioned theory model [15,52].
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where A = 208 is the mass number of the Pb nucleus. The uncertainties are represented as in
Fig. 2, with an additional gray box drawn around the line at unity depicting combined uncer-
tainties in the pp and pPb luminosity normalizations, which are applicable to all points. We
observe that all three U states are suppressed in pPb collisions relative to pp collisions through-
out the kinematic region explored, indicating modification by CNM effects in pPb. Further-
more, the U states show a sequential pattern of suppression, with U(1S) the least suppressed
and U(3S) the most suppressed, suggesting active final-state CNM mechanisms. Similar to the
PbPb case [17], the level of suppression for each U state in pPb collisions is consistent with a
constant value in the kinematic region studied. However, a much stronger level of suppression
is seen in PbPb throughout the kinematic range, due to deconfinement effects. The ATLAS col-
laboration reported an increasing RpPb with pT for U(1S) [33] in a midrapidity region similar to
CMS. However, the overall pT dependence of U(1S) RpPb in the two experiments are consistent
within uncertainties. In the charmonium sector, a similar sequential suppression pattern as
we present here was observed by CMS, with the RpPb of y(2S) being smaller [34] than that of
J/y [35] in pPb collisions at psNN = 5.02 TeV over the entire kinematic region studied.
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Figure 3: RpPb of U(1S) (red circles), U(2S) (blue squares), and U(3S) (green diamonds) as a
function of pT for |yCM| < 1.93 (left) and versus yCM for pT < 30 GeV/c (right). Error bars
on the points represent statistical and fit uncertainties and filled boxes represent systematic
uncertainties. The gray box around the line at unity represents the global uncertainty due to
luminosity normalization. All three U states are suppressed in pPb collisions compared to pp
collisions throughout the kinematic region explored. For each U state, the measured RpPb is
consistent with a constant value across the kinematic range. The U states show a sequential
pattern of suppression, with U(1S) the least suppressed.

We further compare our measured RpPb versus yCM to predictions from three CNM mod-
els: shadowing calculations using next-to-leading order nuclear modifications of the PDFs
(nPDF) [23] according to EPS09 [36], coherent parton energy loss [24] with and without next-to-
leading order nPDF calculations using EPS09, and comover interaction model (CIM) [26] with
two different leading-order nPDF calculations from EPS09 and nCTEQ15 [37]. The initial-state
shadowing and pre-hadronization energy loss models, which predict equal modification of all
bottomonium states, are compared to our U(1S) data in Fig. 4. The prediction for the bottomo-
nium RpPb by R. Vogt using shadowing calculations [23] is shown in Fig. 4 (left) as a magenta
curve along with with U(1S) data and uncertainties depicted as before. In Fig. 4 (right), the
same U(1S) data are compared to predictions from F. Arleo and S. Peigne using energy loss
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Figs. 14 and 15. No strong polarization was seen in other
experiments at higher pT and higher beam energies in
general, and the discrepancy between measurements and
theory predictions is still being studied. Results of polari-
zation measurements are summarized in Table I.

V. SUMMARY

The PHENIX experiment measured the J=! polarization
at midrapidity in

!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV p" p collisions by

reconstructing the hadronized charmonium state in the
dielectron decay channel. The midrapidity cross section
at

!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV in the same channel has been newly

measured and is consistent withNRQCD calculations above
pT ! 2 GeV=c. The results show the expected hardening of
the J=! pT spectrum as compared to the measurement at!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV. At both low pT and high pT , the net

polarization has been observed to be consistent with zero
within uncertainties. This is in contrast to the measurements
made at forward rapidity. The new results do not rule out
either the CSMor the NRQCD J=! production models. The

newmeasurements from the two-dimensional analysis show
consistency in "# with the results from a previous one-
dimensional midrapidity analysis at

!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV.
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FIG. 15. Rapidity dependence of "̃ of J=! production at!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV in three polarization frames. The points for

different frames are shifted for clarity. Forward rapidity points
are from Ref. [13].
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the overlapping pT range even though they cover different
rapidity regions. Measurements of !"# via the dimuon
channel, currently not available, will be carried out in the
future with a larger data sample than the one used in this
paper. All three polarization parameters are consistent with
0 within statistical and systematic uncertainties, except for
!" in the CS frame above 8 GeV=cwhose central value is at
!0.69! 0.22! 0.07. No strong pT dependence is seen in
all cases. The numerical values of the measured J=$
polarization parameters are listed in the Appendix
(Tables IV,V,VI,VII). Model calculations for prompt J=$
from ICEM [8], NRQCD with two sets of LDMEs denoted
as “NLO NRQCD1” [42] and “NLO NRQCD2” [14], are
shown in Fig. 10 for comparison. Nonprompt J=$ from b
hadron decays, not included in aforementioned model
calculations, make about 10%–25% of the inclusive J=$
sample above 5 GeV=c, with the fraction decreasing to be
negligible at 1 GeV=c [13]. The effective polarization for
nonprompt J=$ above 5 GeV=c within jyj < 0.6 is mea-
sured to be !" " !0.106! 0.033! 0.007 in p# p̄ colli-
sions at

!!
s

p
" 1.96 TeV [43]. Therefore, contribution to the

inclusive J=$ polarization from b hadron decays is
expected to be small. Also shown in Fig. 10 are CGC#
NRQCD calculations for direct J=$ , in which both non-
prompt J=$ and those from decays of excited charmonium
states are not included [20]. A recent CMS measurement
supports that at least one of %c1 and %c2 is strongly polarized
in the HX frame in p# p collisions at 8 TeV, in agreement
with NRQCD predictions [44]. It has been checked
explicitly in Ref. [19] that feeddown corrections from
%cJ states on J=$ polarization parameters are small and
within theoretical uncertainties. For !" in the HX frame, the
ICEM calculation predicts a sizable transverse polarization
at low pT, while the J=$ polarization from CGC#
NRQCD changes from slightly transverse at low pT to
slightly longitudinal at higher pT. The difference between
the LDMEs used in the two NLO NRQCD calculations is
that additional &c production data measured by the LHCb
Collaboration [15] are used to determine LDMEs for “NLO
NRQCD1” besides those used for the case of “NLO
NRQCD2.” They show opposite behaviors for !" and !#
in both reference frames. To quantify the agreement
between data and model calculations, the %2 test has been

performed simultaneously using the data points in HX and
CS frames for both channels. The %2=NDF and correspond-
ing p-values are listed in Table III.
While no model can be ruled out definitively based

solely on the data presented, the CGC# NRQCD gives the
best overall description.
The !inv values extracted according to Eq. (2) for

inclusive J=$ are shown in Fig. 11 as a function of pT
for both the HX and CS frames. The dimuon and dielectron
results are shown as filled and open circles, respectively.
The vertical bars represent the statistical errors, while the
boxes around data points depict the systematic uncertain-
ties. The !inv values measured in the two frames are
consistent with each other within experimental uncertain-
ties, confirming the reliability of the results. The !inv values
are consistent with the CGC# NRQCD calculations within
uncertainties.

VI. SUMMARY

For the first time, the inclusive J=$ polarization param-
eters, !", !# and !"#, are measured as a function of pT in
p# p collisions at

!!!
s

p
" 200 GeV in both the helicity and

Collins-Soper reference frames. Results utilizing the dimuon
and dielectron decay channels are presented and agree with
each other within uncertainties although slightly different
kinematic ranges are covered. The inclusive J=$’s do not
exhibit significant transverse or longitudinal polarization
with little dependence on pT. Among several model calcu-
lations compared to data, the CGC# NRQCD agrees the
best overall. These results provide additional tests and
valuable guidance for theoretical efforts toward a complete
understanding of the J=$ production mechanism in vacuum.

TABLE III. List of %2=NDF and the corresponding p-values
between data of inclusive J=$ polarization and different model
calculations of prompt or direct J=$ polarization.

Model %2=NDF p-value

ICEM [8] 13.28=9 0.150
NRQCD1 [42] 48.81=32 0.029
NRQCD2 [14] 42.99=32 0.093
CGC# NRQCD [20] 32.11=46 0.940
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FIG. 11. !inv of J=$ vs pT in both HX (circles) and CS
(diamonds) reference frames. The open and filled symbols are for
measurements through the dielectron and dimuon decay chan-
nels, respectively. The vertical bars represent the statistical errors,
while the boxes around data points depict the systematic
uncertainties. CGC# NRQCD [20] calculations are also shown
for comparison.
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• Complement measurements from ALICE (PRL 108 (’12) 082001, 
EPJC 78 (’18) 562), CMS (PLB 727 (’13) 381), LHCb (EPJC 73 (’13) 2631)


• First measurement in PbPb by ALICE (arXiv:2005.11128)
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Polarisation

(*) EPJC 69 (’10) 657; PRD 83 (’11) 056008. 

    See also: arXiv:1703.04752; EPJ C 78 (’18) 5; 

    PRD 99 (’19) 076013.
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In summary, first experimental constraints on the polar-
izations of promptly produced !c1 and !c2 mesons have
been obtained, using pp collisions at

!!!
s

p
! 8 TeV. The

analysis uses the J="# decay channel in three J=" pT bins
between 8 and 30 GeV. The measurement, made in the
helicity frame, shows a significant difference between the
polar anisotropy parameters $!c1% and $!c2% , in agreement with
the NRQCD prediction. This result is a new step in the
experimental studies of quarkonium production and the
first significant indication of kinematic differences between
the various quarkonia.
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Figs. 14 and 15. No strong polarization was seen in other
experiments at higher pT and higher beam energies in
general, and the discrepancy between measurements and
theory predictions is still being studied. Results of polari-
zation measurements are summarized in Table I.

V. SUMMARY

The PHENIX experiment measured the J=! polarization
at midrapidity in

!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV p" p collisions by

reconstructing the hadronized charmonium state in the
dielectron decay channel. The midrapidity cross section
at

!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV in the same channel has been newly

measured and is consistent withNRQCD calculations above
pT ! 2 GeV=c. The results show the expected hardening of
the J=! pT spectrum as compared to the measurement at!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV. At both low pT and high pT , the net

polarization has been observed to be consistent with zero
within uncertainties. This is in contrast to the measurements
made at forward rapidity. The new results do not rule out
either the CSMor the NRQCD J=! production models. The

newmeasurements from the two-dimensional analysis show
consistency in "# with the results from a previous one-
dimensional midrapidity analysis at

!!!
s

p
! 200 GeV.
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FIG. 15. Rapidity dependence of "̃ of J=! production at!!!
s

p
! 510 GeV in three polarization frames. The points for

different frames are shifted for clarity. Forward rapidity points
are from Ref. [13].
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the overlapping pT range even though they cover different
rapidity regions. Measurements of !"# via the dimuon
channel, currently not available, will be carried out in the
future with a larger data sample than the one used in this
paper. All three polarization parameters are consistent with
0 within statistical and systematic uncertainties, except for
!" in the CS frame above 8 GeV=cwhose central value is at
!0.69! 0.22! 0.07. No strong pT dependence is seen in
all cases. The numerical values of the measured J=$
polarization parameters are listed in the Appendix
(Tables IV,V,VI,VII). Model calculations for prompt J=$
from ICEM [8], NRQCD with two sets of LDMEs denoted
as “NLO NRQCD1” [42] and “NLO NRQCD2” [14], are
shown in Fig. 10 for comparison. Nonprompt J=$ from b
hadron decays, not included in aforementioned model
calculations, make about 10%–25% of the inclusive J=$
sample above 5 GeV=c, with the fraction decreasing to be
negligible at 1 GeV=c [13]. The effective polarization for
nonprompt J=$ above 5 GeV=c within jyj < 0.6 is mea-
sured to be !" " !0.106! 0.033! 0.007 in p# p̄ colli-
sions at

!!
s

p
" 1.96 TeV [43]. Therefore, contribution to the

inclusive J=$ polarization from b hadron decays is
expected to be small. Also shown in Fig. 10 are CGC#
NRQCD calculations for direct J=$ , in which both non-
prompt J=$ and those from decays of excited charmonium
states are not included [20]. A recent CMS measurement
supports that at least one of %c1 and %c2 is strongly polarized
in the HX frame in p# p collisions at 8 TeV, in agreement
with NRQCD predictions [44]. It has been checked
explicitly in Ref. [19] that feeddown corrections from
%cJ states on J=$ polarization parameters are small and
within theoretical uncertainties. For !" in the HX frame, the
ICEM calculation predicts a sizable transverse polarization
at low pT, while the J=$ polarization from CGC#
NRQCD changes from slightly transverse at low pT to
slightly longitudinal at higher pT. The difference between
the LDMEs used in the two NLO NRQCD calculations is
that additional &c production data measured by the LHCb
Collaboration [15] are used to determine LDMEs for “NLO
NRQCD1” besides those used for the case of “NLO
NRQCD2.” They show opposite behaviors for !" and !#
in both reference frames. To quantify the agreement
between data and model calculations, the %2 test has been

performed simultaneously using the data points in HX and
CS frames for both channels. The %2=NDF and correspond-
ing p-values are listed in Table III.
While no model can be ruled out definitively based

solely on the data presented, the CGC# NRQCD gives the
best overall description.
The !inv values extracted according to Eq. (2) for

inclusive J=$ are shown in Fig. 11 as a function of pT
for both the HX and CS frames. The dimuon and dielectron
results are shown as filled and open circles, respectively.
The vertical bars represent the statistical errors, while the
boxes around data points depict the systematic uncertain-
ties. The !inv values measured in the two frames are
consistent with each other within experimental uncertain-
ties, confirming the reliability of the results. The !inv values
are consistent with the CGC# NRQCD calculations within
uncertainties.

VI. SUMMARY

For the first time, the inclusive J=$ polarization param-
eters, !", !# and !"#, are measured as a function of pT in
p# p collisions at

!!!
s

p
" 200 GeV in both the helicity and

Collins-Soper reference frames. Results utilizing the dimuon
and dielectron decay channels are presented and agree with
each other within uncertainties although slightly different
kinematic ranges are covered. The inclusive J=$’s do not
exhibit significant transverse or longitudinal polarization
with little dependence on pT. Among several model calcu-
lations compared to data, the CGC# NRQCD agrees the
best overall. These results provide additional tests and
valuable guidance for theoretical efforts toward a complete
understanding of the J=$ production mechanism in vacuum.

TABLE III. List of %2=NDF and the corresponding p-values
between data of inclusive J=$ polarization and different model
calculations of prompt or direct J=$ polarization.

Model %2=NDF p-value

ICEM [8] 13.28=9 0.150
NRQCD1 [42] 48.81=32 0.029
NRQCD2 [14] 42.99=32 0.093
CGC# NRQCD [20] 32.11=46 0.940
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FIG. 11. !inv of J=$ vs pT in both HX (circles) and CS
(diamonds) reference frames. The open and filled symbols are for
measurements through the dielectron and dimuon decay chan-
nels, respectively. The vertical bars represent the statistical errors,
while the boxes around data points depict the systematic
uncertainties. CGC# NRQCD [20] calculations are also shown
for comparison.
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• Complement measurements from ALICE (PRL 108 (’12) 082001, 
EPJC 78 (’18) 562), CMS (PLB 727 (’13) 381), LHCb (EPJC 73 (’13) 2631)


• First measurement in PbPb by ALICE (arXiv:2005.11128)
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Exclusive vector-meson production in ultra-peripheral hadron-hadron collisions
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Figure 1: Some of the UPC reactions that will be discussed in this review: (a) generic

photonuclear interaction with neutron breakup of the target, (b) incoherent photoproduc-

tion, generic to heavy quarks and jets, (c) exclusive photoproduction of a vector meson

(d) coherent photoproduction of a vector meson, accompanied by nuclear excitation, (e)

dilepton production �� ! l
+
l
� (f) dilepton production �� ! l

+
l
� + �, including higher

order final-state radiation (g) light-by-light scattering, with no nuclear breakup (h) central

exclusive diphoton production, with double breakup.

studied at e
+
e
� colliders. Table 1 gives the maximum energies for di↵erent ion species at

these machines. Nuclear beams provide several distinct advantages

1. a large e↵ective photon luminosity boost proportional to Z
2 for each nucleus, com-

pensating for the overall lower luminosity of nuclear beams

2. reduced virtuality

3. the possibility of multi-photon exchange between a single ion pair, allowing for tagging

of di↵erent impact parameter distributions and photon spectra.

Early UPC studies largely focused on e
+
e
� pair production and low-energy nuclear

physics (1). In the late 1980’s, interest grew in using UPCs to probe fundamental physics,

most notably two-photon production of the Higgs (9, 10). Although the resulting �� lu-

minosities were not encouraging for observing the Higgs, they did stimulate work on ��

production of other particles. The first calculations of coherent photoproduction with gold

beams at RHIC predicted high rates of vector meson photoproduction (11), which were

quickly confirmed by the STAR Collaboration (12). The combination of large cross-sections

and available experimental data stimulated further interest. With the advent of the LHC,

the energy reach for UPCs extended dramatically, and the field has blossomed.

A key to development of UPC as a precision laboratory for electromagnetic and strong

interaction processes is the development of event generators that simulate both the ini-

tial photon flux and the relevant physics processes. The most widely-used generator code

is STARLight (13) which has been available since the early days of the RHIC program.

It implements one and two photon processes, and includes a set of final states including

vector mesons, meson pairs, and dileptons, with more general photonuclear processes ac-
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Study of exclusive quarkonium production

Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.

y

xp

x
z

b!

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 18). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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Transverse Momentum Distributions – 3D!
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S. P. Jones et al., arXiv:1609.09738

At low x

Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 18). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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The uncertainties are enormous at small xB and are due to the gluon

parton distribution functions (PDFs), a special case of GPDs in ab-

sence of momentum transfer. Superimposed are LHCb data, whose

precision shows that UPCs at LHC strongly constrain the PDFs.

GPDs will  be similarly constrained and this is detailed in the

work packages (WPs) below, either using existing data or data that

will be taken starting from 2021 with a fixed target. This opens up

the new kinematic domain of very high xB. Moreover, the injection of

different gas types in the target cell will allow studying nuclear ef-

fects, such as large pressure variations in heavy nuclei5. I am lea-

ding the effort on LHCb to measure exclusive processes in the fixed

target programme: such measurements are possible and unique11,12.

My  approach  to  using  UPCs to  investigate  the  nucleon  has

been informed from my previous work, where I  measured exclusive processes in lepton-nucleon interactions at

HERMES and performed studies for EIC13. From this perspective, I  realised the unique, but vastly unexplored,

potential of the LHC. I was awarded a Marie-Curie fellowship to measure nucleon structure using exclusive J/ψ and

muon pairs on LHCb. The latter was an original idea, stemming from a ten-year-old theoretical paper14, which I

realised could be applied to pPb collisions. Since joining LHCb one year ago, I have been appointed convenor of

the group studying exclusive processes with responsibilities to oversee several analyses and look to opportunities

for the future. I collaborate with several theorists. I was instrumental in University College Dublin joining the EIC ef-

fort and I am the institute representative on the steering board. I believe that my experience, insight and colla-

borations position me to deliver on the proposed work and lead efforts in the field through LHC to EIC, and beyond.

Research programme: The research is divided into six WPs. WP1 and WP2 use existing data in collider

mode from LHCb. WP3 and WP4 use data that will be collected at LHCb with a fixed target. WP5 extends the

results to a transversely polarised target. WP6 provides a service to the theoretical and experimental communities.

WP1: Exclusive dimuons. The measurement in pp collisions of the cos(ɸ) modulation of the cross section of

exclusive dimuons (originating from a virtual-photon decay), with ɸ the angle between the p and dimuon plane14,will

constrain quark and gluon GPDs in never-explored regions15 down to xB of 8.5x10-7 (compared to xB=10-4 at an

EIC). The relative impact is expected to be similar to that shown for PDFs above. The sensitivity to gluons will be of

high value for the pressure determination in the nucleon, which currently only relies on data sensitive to quarks. 

LHCb is the ideal experiment for WP116 with several advantages over other experiments. Its forward acceptan-

ce together with the high LHC energy allows it to reach much lower xB. It was designed to trigger and reconstruct

particles with transverse momenta down to practically 0 MeV. It collected 6 fb-1 of data at a centre-of-mass energy

of 13 TeV where exclusive events are easily selected due to the low average number of interactions per beam

collision. I am currently measuring this modulation in pPb collisions and will extend my techniques to the data taken

in pp. Compared to pPb collisions, there is an ambiguity in knowing which p emitted the real photon. I studied this

problem, am discussing it with theorists, and analysed simulations that show that a cut on the dimuon transverse

momentum lifts the ambiguity. The cos(ɸ) modulation will be measured with a statistical uncertainty of 2%, compa-

red to 10% for the pPb measurement. Systematic uncertainties are expected to be small as most sources drop out

when measuring a modulation. I will work with my PhD student on this analysis, which will be their thesis subject.

WP2: Exclusive dimesons.  The measurement  of  exclusively  produced pairs  of  neutral  D0 mesons in pp

collisions,  differential  in transverse momenta and rapidity,  will  provide for the first  time information on the 5D

distribution17, in the present case for gluons. It will  test and differentiate between various theory predictions. In

particular, since many of the models contain saturation, my measurements can be used to look for it.

The LHCb experiment is well suited for this measurement for all  the reasons described in WP1, and also

because of a hadronic trigger that explicitly selected D meson decays. Currently, I am measuring the J/ψ cross-

section and will build on this experience to measure the differential cross-section for D0 meson pair production. A

small sample of dimesons has already been selected at LHCb, and extrapolating from this to the full data sample,

the total uncertainty on the cross section is estimated to be a statistically limited 20%. 

WP3: Spin-independent fixed target exclusive J/ψ production. The measurement of the exclusive J/ψ diffe-

rential cross section will use data collected with a fixed target (running simultaneously with beam-beam collisions)

and both p and Pb beams. It will constrain gluon GPDs in a scarcely-explored kinematic domain, up to xB=0.7. The

ability to use different nuclear targets is entirely new and gives access to nuclear gluon GPDs. The comparison of

11 A. Bursche et al., LHCb-PUB-2018-015.

12 J. P. Lansberg, L. Szymanowski, and J. Wagner, JHEP 09 (2015) 087; C. Hadjidakis et al., arXiv:1807.00603.

13 A. Aschenauer, I. Borsa, R. Sassot, C. Van Hulse, Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 094004.

14 B. Pire, L. Szymanowksi, J. Wagner, Phys. Rev. D 79 (2009) 014010.

15 H. Moutarde et al., Phys. Rev. D 87 (2013) 054029.

16 R. McNulty, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 29 (2014) 1446003.

17 M. Pelicer, E. Grave de Oliveira, and R. Pasechnik, Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 034016. 
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At low x

Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 18). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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The uncertainties are enormous at small xB and are due to the gluon

parton distribution functions (PDFs), a special case of GPDs in ab-

sence of momentum transfer. Superimposed are LHCb data, whose

precision shows that UPCs at LHC strongly constrain the PDFs.

GPDs will  be similarly constrained and this is detailed in the

work packages (WPs) below, either using existing data or data that

will be taken starting from 2021 with a fixed target. This opens up

the new kinematic domain of very high xB. Moreover, the injection of

different gas types in the target cell will allow studying nuclear ef-

fects, such as large pressure variations in heavy nuclei5. I am lea-

ding the effort on LHCb to measure exclusive processes in the fixed

target programme: such measurements are possible and unique11,12.

My  approach  to  using  UPCs to  investigate  the  nucleon  has

been informed from my previous work, where I  measured exclusive processes in lepton-nucleon interactions at

HERMES and performed studies for EIC13. From this perspective, I  realised the unique, but vastly unexplored,

potential of the LHC. I was awarded a Marie-Curie fellowship to measure nucleon structure using exclusive J/ψ and

muon pairs on LHCb. The latter was an original idea, stemming from a ten-year-old theoretical paper14, which I

realised could be applied to pPb collisions. Since joining LHCb one year ago, I have been appointed convenor of

the group studying exclusive processes with responsibilities to oversee several analyses and look to opportunities

for the future. I collaborate with several theorists. I was instrumental in University College Dublin joining the EIC ef-

fort and I am the institute representative on the steering board. I believe that my experience, insight and colla-

borations position me to deliver on the proposed work and lead efforts in the field through LHC to EIC, and beyond.

Research programme: The research is divided into six WPs. WP1 and WP2 use existing data in collider

mode from LHCb. WP3 and WP4 use data that will be collected at LHCb with a fixed target. WP5 extends the

results to a transversely polarised target. WP6 provides a service to the theoretical and experimental communities.

WP1: Exclusive dimuons. The measurement in pp collisions of the cos(ɸ) modulation of the cross section of

exclusive dimuons (originating from a virtual-photon decay), with ɸ the angle between the p and dimuon plane14,will

constrain quark and gluon GPDs in never-explored regions15 down to xB of 8.5x10-7 (compared to xB=10-4 at an

EIC). The relative impact is expected to be similar to that shown for PDFs above. The sensitivity to gluons will be of

high value for the pressure determination in the nucleon, which currently only relies on data sensitive to quarks. 

LHCb is the ideal experiment for WP116 with several advantages over other experiments. Its forward acceptan-

ce together with the high LHC energy allows it to reach much lower xB. It was designed to trigger and reconstruct

particles with transverse momenta down to practically 0 MeV. It collected 6 fb-1 of data at a centre-of-mass energy

of 13 TeV where exclusive events are easily selected due to the low average number of interactions per beam

collision. I am currently measuring this modulation in pPb collisions and will extend my techniques to the data taken

in pp. Compared to pPb collisions, there is an ambiguity in knowing which p emitted the real photon. I studied this

problem, am discussing it with theorists, and analysed simulations that show that a cut on the dimuon transverse

momentum lifts the ambiguity. The cos(ɸ) modulation will be measured with a statistical uncertainty of 2%, compa-

red to 10% for the pPb measurement. Systematic uncertainties are expected to be small as most sources drop out

when measuring a modulation. I will work with my PhD student on this analysis, which will be their thesis subject.

WP2: Exclusive dimesons.  The measurement  of  exclusively  produced pairs  of  neutral  D0 mesons in pp

collisions,  differential  in transverse momenta and rapidity,  will  provide for the first  time information on the 5D

distribution17, in the present case for gluons. It will  test and differentiate between various theory predictions. In

particular, since many of the models contain saturation, my measurements can be used to look for it.

The LHCb experiment is well suited for this measurement for all  the reasons described in WP1, and also

because of a hadronic trigger that explicitly selected D meson decays. Currently, I am measuring the J/ψ cross-

section and will build on this experience to measure the differential cross-section for D0 meson pair production. A

small sample of dimesons has already been selected at LHCb, and extrapolating from this to the full data sample,

the total uncertainty on the cross section is estimated to be a statistically limited 20%. 

WP3: Spin-independent fixed target exclusive J/ψ production. The measurement of the exclusive J/ψ diffe-

rential cross section will use data collected with a fixed target (running simultaneously with beam-beam collisions)

and both p and Pb beams. It will constrain gluon GPDs in a scarcely-explored kinematic domain, up to xB=0.7. The

ability to use different nuclear targets is entirely new and gives access to nuclear gluon GPDs. The comparison of

11 A. Bursche et al., LHCb-PUB-2018-015.

12 J. P. Lansberg, L. Szymanowski, and J. Wagner, JHEP 09 (2015) 087; C. Hadjidakis et al., arXiv:1807.00603.

13 A. Aschenauer, I. Borsa, R. Sassot, C. Van Hulse, Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 094004.

14 B. Pire, L. Szymanowksi, J. Wagner, Phys. Rev. D 79 (2009) 014010.

15 H. Moutarde et al., Phys. Rev. D 87 (2013) 054029.

16 R. McNulty, Int. J. Mod. Phys. A 29 (2014) 1446003.

17 M. Pelicer, E. Grave de Oliveira, and R. Pasechnik, Phys. Rev. D 99 (2019) 034016. 
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Figure 3.5: The non-linear small-x evolution of a hadronic or nuclear wave functions. All partons
(quarks and gluons) are denoted by straight solid lines for simplicity.

We see that something has to modify the
BFKL evolution at high energy to prevent
it from becoming unphysically large. The
modification is illustrated on the far right of
Fig. 3.5. At very high energies (leading to
high gluon densities), partons may start to

recombine with each other on top of the split-
ting. The recombination of two partons into
one is proportional to the number of pairs
of partons, which in turn scales as N

2. We
end up with the following non-linear evolu-
tion equation:

@N(x, rT )

@ ln(1/x)
= ↵sKBFKL ⌦ N(x, rT )� ↵s [N(x, rT )]

2
. (3.3)

This is the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) evolu-
tion equation [147, 148, 149], which is valid
for QCD in the limit of the large number
of colors Nc.3 A generalization of Eq. (3.3)
beyond the large-Nc limit is accomplished
by the Jalilian-Marian–Iancu–McLerran–
Weigert–Leonidov–Kovner (JIMWLK) [143,
152, 153, 154, 155] evolution equation, which
is a functional di↵erential equation.

The physical impact of the quadratic
term on the right of Eq. (3.3) is clear: it

slows down the small-x evolution, leading to
parton saturation, when the number density
of partons stops growing with decreasing x.
The corresponding total cross-sections sat-
isfy the black disk limit of Eq. (3.2). The
e↵ect of gluon mergers becomes important
when the quadratic term in Eq. (3.3) be-
comes comparable to the linear term on the
right-hand-side. This gives rise to the satu-
ration scale Qs, which grows as Q2

s ⇠ (1/x)�

with decreasing x [150, 156, 157].

Classical Gluon Fields and the Nuclear “Oomph” Factor

We have argued above that parton satu-
ration is a universal phenomenon, valid both
for scattering on a proton or a nucleus. Here
we demonstrate that nuclei provide an extra
enhancement of the saturation phenomenon,
making it easier to observe and study exper-
imentally.

Imagine a large nucleus (a heavy ion),
which was boosted to some ultra-relativistic

velocity, as shown in Fig. 3.6. We are inter-
ested in the dynamics of small-x gluons in
the wave-function of this relativistic nucleus.
One can show that due to the Heisenberg
uncertainty principle, the small-x gluons in-
teract with the whole nucleus coherently in
the longitudinal (beam) direction, Therefore,
only the transverse plane distribution of nu-
cleons is important for the small-x wave-

3An equation of this type was originally suggested by Gribov, Levin and Ryskin in [150] and by Mueller
and Qiu in [151], though at the time it was assumed that the quadratic term was only the first non-linear
correction with higher order terms expected to be present as well. In [147, 148], the exact form of the
equation was found, and it was shown that in the large-Nc limit Eq. (3.3) does not have any higher-order
terms in N .
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Figure 3.6: A large nucleus before and after an ultra-relativistic boost.

function. As one can see from Fig. 3.6, af-
ter the boost, the nucleons, as “seen” by the
small-x gluons with large longitudinal wave-
length, appear to overlap with each other in
the transverse plane, leading to high parton
density. A large occupation number of color
charges (partons) leads to a classical gluon
field dominating the small-x wave-function
of the nucleus. This is the essence of the
McLerran-Venugopalan (MV) model [158].
According to the MV model, the dominant
gluon field is given by the solution of the
classical Yang-Mills equations, which are the
QCD analogue of Maxwell equations of elec-
trodynamics.

The Yang-Mills equations were solved for
a single nucleus exactly [159, 160]; their so-
lution was used to construct an unintegrated
gluon distribution (gluon TMD) �(x, k2T )
shown in Fig. 3.7 (multiplied by the phase
space factor of the gluon’s transverse mo-
mentum kT ) as a function of kT .4 Fig. 3.7
demonstrates the emergence of the satu-
ration scale Qs. The majority of gluons
in this classical distribution have transverse
momentum kT ⇡ Qs. Note that the gluon
distribution slows down its growth with de-
creasing kT for kT < Qs (from a power-law
of kT to a logarithm, as can be shown by
explicit calculations). The distribution sat-
urates, justifying the name of the saturation
scale.

The gluon field arises from all the nucle-
ons in the nucleus at a given location in the
transverse plane (impact parameter). Away
from the edges, the nucleon density in the
nucleus is approximately constant. There-
fore, the number of nucleons at a fixed im-
pact parameter is simply proportional to the
thickness of the nucleus in the longitudinal
(beam) direction.

!s << 1!s " 1 #QCD
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Figure 3.7: The unintegrated gluon distribu-
tion (gluon TMD) �(x, k2T ) of a large nucleus
due to classical gluon fields (solid line). The
dashed curve denotes the lowest-order pertur-
bative result.

For a large nucleus, that thickness, in
turn, is proportional to the nuclear radius
R ⇠ A

1/3 with the nuclear mass number A.
The transverse momentum of the gluon can
be thought of as arising from many trans-

4Note that in the MV model �(x, k2
T ) is independent of Bjorken-x. Its x-dependence comes in though

the BK/JIMWLK evolution equations described above.
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Fig. 3 (Upper panel) ALICE
data (red symbols) on exclusive
photoproduction of J/! off
protons as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy of the
photon–proton system W" p,
obtained in collisions of protons
and lead nuclei at

!
sNN = 5.02

TeV, including results from [19],
compared to a power-law fit, to
data from HERA [9,11], to the
solutions from LHCb [39] and
to theoretical models (see text).
The uncertainties are the
quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
(Lower panel) Ratio of the
models shown in the upper panel
to the power law fit through the
ALICE data points. The Bjorken
x value corresponding to W" p is
also displayed on the top of the
figure, see text for details
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# = 0.70 ± 0.05 with a correlation of "0.06 between both
parameters. The quality of the fit is $2 = 1.21 for 7 degrees
of freedom. The value of the exponent is compatible to that
found using previous ALICE data [19], as well as with that
found by HERA experiments [9,11].

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from
other experiments as well as to the results from different
models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9,11] and ALICE
data are compatible within uncertainties. LHCb measured
the exclusive production of J/! in pp collisions, where the
photon source can not be identified. Thus the extraction of
the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two
solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in
Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations, one
is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the
addition of some corrections to the cross section, while the
second includes also the main contributions expected from a
next-to-leading order (NLO) result. The parameters of both
models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version
is shown. Recently, three new studies have appeared, describ-
ing theW (" p) dependence of the exclusive J/! cross section
in terms of a colour dipole model [43] (CGC) or of the BFKL
evolution of HERA values (HERA Fit 2) with a photopro-

duction scale M2 = 2.39 GeV2 [44] (NLO(BFKL)). These
are shown as bands in the figure. A third model, based on the
colour dipole approach, and incorporating the energy depen-
dence of geometrical fluctuations of the proton structure in
the impact parameter plane [45] is also shown (CCT). The
models are in reasonable agreement with our data. Finally
the STARLIGHT parameterisation relies on a power-law fit
to fixed-target and HERA data. This model also agrees with
our measurement.

6 Summary

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the photoproduction
of J/! mesons off protons in p–Pb interactions. New mea-
surements, summarised in Table 3, at central, semi-backward
and semi-forward rapidities are added to those previously
given at forward and backward rapidities. Each rapidity inter-
val corresponds to a given energy for exclusive photopro-
duction in photon–proton interactions. The data agree with
the previous ALICE measurements at forward and backward
rapidities, with the LHCb results in pp interactions and with
previous HERA measurements over a smaller energy range.
The ALICE measurements are consistent with a power law
dependence % (" p # J/!p) $ W #

" p, with # = 0.70± 0.05.
Several models, based on different physics assumptions,
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Fig. 3 (Upper panel) ALICE
data (red symbols) on exclusive
photoproduction of J/! off
protons as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy of the
photon–proton system W" p,
obtained in collisions of protons
and lead nuclei at

!
sNN = 5.02

TeV, including results from [19],
compared to a power-law fit, to
data from HERA [9,11], to the
solutions from LHCb [39] and
to theoretical models (see text).
The uncertainties are the
quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
(Lower panel) Ratio of the
models shown in the upper panel
to the power law fit through the
ALICE data points. The Bjorken
x value corresponding to W" p is
also displayed on the top of the
figure, see text for details
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# = 0.70 ± 0.05 with a correlation of "0.06 between both
parameters. The quality of the fit is $2 = 1.21 for 7 degrees
of freedom. The value of the exponent is compatible to that
found using previous ALICE data [19], as well as with that
found by HERA experiments [9,11].

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from
other experiments as well as to the results from different
models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9,11] and ALICE
data are compatible within uncertainties. LHCb measured
the exclusive production of J/! in pp collisions, where the
photon source can not be identified. Thus the extraction of
the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two
solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in
Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations, one
is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the
addition of some corrections to the cross section, while the
second includes also the main contributions expected from a
next-to-leading order (NLO) result. The parameters of both
models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version
is shown. Recently, three new studies have appeared, describ-
ing theW (" p) dependence of the exclusive J/! cross section
in terms of a colour dipole model [43] (CGC) or of the BFKL
evolution of HERA values (HERA Fit 2) with a photopro-

duction scale M2 = 2.39 GeV2 [44] (NLO(BFKL)). These
are shown as bands in the figure. A third model, based on the
colour dipole approach, and incorporating the energy depen-
dence of geometrical fluctuations of the proton structure in
the impact parameter plane [45] is also shown (CCT). The
models are in reasonable agreement with our data. Finally
the STARLIGHT parameterisation relies on a power-law fit
to fixed-target and HERA data. This model also agrees with
our measurement.

6 Summary

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the photoproduction
of J/! mesons off protons in p–Pb interactions. New mea-
surements, summarised in Table 3, at central, semi-backward
and semi-forward rapidities are added to those previously
given at forward and backward rapidities. Each rapidity inter-
val corresponds to a given energy for exclusive photopro-
duction in photon–proton interactions. The data agree with
the previous ALICE measurements at forward and backward
rapidities, with the LHCb results in pp interactions and with
previous HERA measurements over a smaller energy range.
The ALICE measurements are consistent with a power law
dependence % (" p # J/!p) $ W #

" p, with # = 0.70± 0.05.
Several models, based on different physics assumptions,
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Fig. 3 (Upper panel) ALICE
data (red symbols) on exclusive
photoproduction of J/! off
protons as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy of the
photon–proton system W" p,
obtained in collisions of protons
and lead nuclei at

!
sNN = 5.02

TeV, including results from [19],
compared to a power-law fit, to
data from HERA [9,11], to the
solutions from LHCb [39] and
to theoretical models (see text).
The uncertainties are the
quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
(Lower panel) Ratio of the
models shown in the upper panel
to the power law fit through the
ALICE data points. The Bjorken
x value corresponding to W" p is
also displayed on the top of the
figure, see text for details
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# = 0.70 ± 0.05 with a correlation of "0.06 between both
parameters. The quality of the fit is $2 = 1.21 for 7 degrees
of freedom. The value of the exponent is compatible to that
found using previous ALICE data [19], as well as with that
found by HERA experiments [9,11].

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from
other experiments as well as to the results from different
models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9,11] and ALICE
data are compatible within uncertainties. LHCb measured
the exclusive production of J/! in pp collisions, where the
photon source can not be identified. Thus the extraction of
the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two
solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in
Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations, one
is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the
addition of some corrections to the cross section, while the
second includes also the main contributions expected from a
next-to-leading order (NLO) result. The parameters of both
models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version
is shown. Recently, three new studies have appeared, describ-
ing theW (" p) dependence of the exclusive J/! cross section
in terms of a colour dipole model [43] (CGC) or of the BFKL
evolution of HERA values (HERA Fit 2) with a photopro-

duction scale M2 = 2.39 GeV2 [44] (NLO(BFKL)). These
are shown as bands in the figure. A third model, based on the
colour dipole approach, and incorporating the energy depen-
dence of geometrical fluctuations of the proton structure in
the impact parameter plane [45] is also shown (CCT). The
models are in reasonable agreement with our data. Finally
the STARLIGHT parameterisation relies on a power-law fit
to fixed-target and HERA data. This model also agrees with
our measurement.

6 Summary

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the photoproduction
of J/! mesons off protons in p–Pb interactions. New mea-
surements, summarised in Table 3, at central, semi-backward
and semi-forward rapidities are added to those previously
given at forward and backward rapidities. Each rapidity inter-
val corresponds to a given energy for exclusive photopro-
duction in photon–proton interactions. The data agree with
the previous ALICE measurements at forward and backward
rapidities, with the LHCb results in pp interactions and with
previous HERA measurements over a smaller energy range.
The ALICE measurements are consistent with a power law
dependence % (" p # J/!p) $ W #

" p, with # = 0.70± 0.05.
Several models, based on different physics assumptions,
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Fig. 3 (Upper panel) ALICE
data (red symbols) on exclusive
photoproduction of J/! off
protons as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy of the
photon–proton system W" p,
obtained in collisions of protons
and lead nuclei at

!
sNN = 5.02

TeV, including results from [19],
compared to a power-law fit, to
data from HERA [9,11], to the
solutions from LHCb [39] and
to theoretical models (see text).
The uncertainties are the
quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
(Lower panel) Ratio of the
models shown in the upper panel
to the power law fit through the
ALICE data points. The Bjorken
x value corresponding to W" p is
also displayed on the top of the
figure, see text for details
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# = 0.70 ± 0.05 with a correlation of "0.06 between both
parameters. The quality of the fit is $2 = 1.21 for 7 degrees
of freedom. The value of the exponent is compatible to that
found using previous ALICE data [19], as well as with that
found by HERA experiments [9,11].

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from
other experiments as well as to the results from different
models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9,11] and ALICE
data are compatible within uncertainties. LHCb measured
the exclusive production of J/! in pp collisions, where the
photon source can not be identified. Thus the extraction of
the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two
solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in
Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations, one
is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the
addition of some corrections to the cross section, while the
second includes also the main contributions expected from a
next-to-leading order (NLO) result. The parameters of both
models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version
is shown. Recently, three new studies have appeared, describ-
ing theW (" p) dependence of the exclusive J/! cross section
in terms of a colour dipole model [43] (CGC) or of the BFKL
evolution of HERA values (HERA Fit 2) with a photopro-

duction scale M2 = 2.39 GeV2 [44] (NLO(BFKL)). These
are shown as bands in the figure. A third model, based on the
colour dipole approach, and incorporating the energy depen-
dence of geometrical fluctuations of the proton structure in
the impact parameter plane [45] is also shown (CCT). The
models are in reasonable agreement with our data. Finally
the STARLIGHT parameterisation relies on a power-law fit
to fixed-target and HERA data. This model also agrees with
our measurement.

6 Summary

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the photoproduction
of J/! mesons off protons in p–Pb interactions. New mea-
surements, summarised in Table 3, at central, semi-backward
and semi-forward rapidities are added to those previously
given at forward and backward rapidities. Each rapidity inter-
val corresponds to a given energy for exclusive photopro-
duction in photon–proton interactions. The data agree with
the previous ALICE measurements at forward and backward
rapidities, with the LHCb results in pp interactions and with
previous HERA measurements over a smaller energy range.
The ALICE measurements are consistent with a power law
dependence % (" p # J/!p) $ W #

" p, with # = 0.70± 0.05.
Several models, based on different physics assumptions,
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Fig. 3 (Upper panel) ALICE
data (red symbols) on exclusive
photoproduction of J/! off
protons as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy of the
photon–proton system W" p,
obtained in collisions of protons
and lead nuclei at

!
sNN = 5.02

TeV, including results from [19],
compared to a power-law fit, to
data from HERA [9,11], to the
solutions from LHCb [39] and
to theoretical models (see text).
The uncertainties are the
quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties.
(Lower panel) Ratio of the
models shown in the upper panel
to the power law fit through the
ALICE data points. The Bjorken
x value corresponding to W" p is
also displayed on the top of the
figure, see text for details
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# = 0.70 ± 0.05 with a correlation of "0.06 between both
parameters. The quality of the fit is $2 = 1.21 for 7 degrees
of freedom. The value of the exponent is compatible to that
found using previous ALICE data [19], as well as with that
found by HERA experiments [9,11].

The comparison of ALICE measurements to data from
other experiments as well as to the results from different
models is also shown in Fig. 3. HERA [9,11] and ALICE
data are compatible within uncertainties. LHCb measured
the exclusive production of J/! in pp collisions, where the
photon source can not be identified. Thus the extraction of
the photoproduction cross section is not possible without fur-
ther assumptions. For each measurement they reported two
solutions [14] which also agree with ALICE measurements.

ALICE measurements are also compared to theory in
Fig. 3. The JMRT group [42] has two computations, one
is based on the leading-order (LO) result from [8] with the
addition of some corrections to the cross section, while the
second includes also the main contributions expected from a
next-to-leading order (NLO) result. The parameters of both
models have been obtained by a fit to the same data and their
energy dependence is rather similar, so only the NLO version
is shown. Recently, three new studies have appeared, describ-
ing theW (" p) dependence of the exclusive J/! cross section
in terms of a colour dipole model [43] (CGC) or of the BFKL
evolution of HERA values (HERA Fit 2) with a photopro-

duction scale M2 = 2.39 GeV2 [44] (NLO(BFKL)). These
are shown as bands in the figure. A third model, based on the
colour dipole approach, and incorporating the energy depen-
dence of geometrical fluctuations of the proton structure in
the impact parameter plane [45] is also shown (CCT). The
models are in reasonable agreement with our data. Finally
the STARLIGHT parameterisation relies on a power-law fit
to fixed-target and HERA data. This model also agrees with
our measurement.

6 Summary

The ALICE Collaboration has measured the photoproduction
of J/! mesons off protons in p–Pb interactions. New mea-
surements, summarised in Table 3, at central, semi-backward
and semi-forward rapidities are added to those previously
given at forward and backward rapidities. Each rapidity inter-
val corresponds to a given energy for exclusive photopro-
duction in photon–proton interactions. The data agree with
the previous ALICE measurements at forward and backward
rapidities, with the LHCb results in pp interactions and with
previous HERA measurements over a smaller energy range.
The ALICE measurements are consistent with a power law
dependence % (" p # J/!p) $ W #

" p, with # = 0.70± 0.05.
Several models, based on different physics assumptions,
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Coherent photoproduction in PbPb

ALICE, 2101.04623
First measurement of the |t|-dependence of coherent J/! photonuclear productionALICE Collaboration
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Figure 2: Dependence on |t| of the photonuclear cross section for the coherent photoproduction of J/! off Pb
compared with model predictions [10, 11, 26] (top panel). Model to data ratio for each prediction in each measured
point (bottom panel). The uncertainties are split to those originating from experiment and to those originating from
the correction to go from the UPC to the photonuclear cross section.
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The ratio of the 2S to 1S charmonium states is:
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= 0.18 ±0.0185(stat.)±0.028(syst.)±0.005(BR). (8)

Many systematic uncertainties of the J/y and y 0 cross section measurements are correlated and cancel
in the cross section ratio. Since the analysis relies on the same data sample and on the same trigger,
the systematic uncertainties of the luminosity evaluation, trigger efficiency, EMD correction and ITS-
TPC matching of leptons were considered as fully correlated. The AD and V0 offline veto uncertainty
is partially correlated, so the difference of the uncertainties for y 0 and J/y is taken into account in
the uncertainty of the ratio. The systematic uncertainties connected to the signal extraction, incoherent
contamination and the branching ratio are considered uncorrelated between the two measurements. The
dominant uncertainty comes from the uncorrelated part of the AD and V0 veto uncertainty for y 0.

5 Discussion

Figure 6 shows the rapidity-differential cross section of the coherent photoproduction of J/y and y 0 vec-
tor mesons in Pb–Pb UPCs including previous ALICE measurements of J/y at forward rapidity [24].
At midrapidity, J/y measurements performed in absolute rapidity ranges are shown at positive rapidities
and reflected into negative rapidities. The ALICE measurements are compared to several models which
are discussed in the following:

The impulse approximation, taken from STARlight [43], is based on data from exclusive J/y photopro-
duction off protons and neglects all nuclear effects except for the coherence. The square root of the ratio
of experimental cross sections to the impulse approximation is 0.65±0.03 for J/y and 0.66±0.06 for
y 0, where statistical and systematic uncertainties of the ALICE measurements and a conservative 10%
uncertainty on the impulse approximation are added in quadrature. The obtained nuclear suppression
factor reflects the magnitude of the nuclear gluon shadowing factor at typical Bjorken-x values in the
range (0.3,1.4)⇥ 10�3 and is in good agreement with Rg(x ⇠ 10�3) = 0.61+0.05
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Figure 6: Measured differential cross section of the coherent J/y (left) and y 0 (right) photoproduction in Pb–Pb
UPC events. The error bars (boxes) show the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. The theoretical calculations are
also shown. The green band represents the uncertainties of the EPS09 LO calculation.
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of states in the c̄c sector as of July 2019. Thin solid lines represent the states established experimentally and dashed lines are
for those that are claimed but not (yet) established (following the approach used by PDG, we regard a state as established if it is seen in different
modes). States whose quantum numbers are undetermined are not shown. States in the plot are labeled according to the PDG primary naming
scheme — see Section 1.2 for further details and for the correspondence with the XYZ naming scheme. Dashed lines show some relevant thresholds
that open in the considered mass range; here D1 stands for D1(2420) and D⇤

2 for D⇤

2(2460). Thresholds with hidden strangeness or involving broad
states are not shown. The states shown in the two columns to the right are isovectors containing a c̄c pair; they are necessarily exotic.

signals may correspond to new states in the QCD spectrum. Nevertheless, as we will argue in this review, most of them
certainly do correspond to new states. From a comparison of Figs. 1 and 2 one can see that the distribution of states and
thresholds in the charmonium sector and in the bottomonium sector is, at present, rather different. If this hints to some
physical differences in the two heavy-quark sectors or just reflects our limited knowledge of the bottomonium spectrum
is one of the challenges that future theoretical and experimental studies will have to face.

Exotic states may originate dynamically from different possible structures. These can be grouped into two classes:
(i) structures with active gluons and (ii) multiquark states. The former class contains hybrids and glueballs. The latter class
contains exotics made of a heavy quark and its antiquark together with at least one light quark–antiquark pair. A priori
the simplest system consisting of only two quarks and two antiquarks (generically called tetraquarks) is already a very
complicated object and it is unclear whether or not any kind of clustering occurs in it. However, to simplify the problem it
is common nowadays to focus on certain substructures and investigate their implications: (i) In hadroquarkonia the heavy
quark and antiquark form a compact core surrounded by a light-quark cloud. (ii) In compact tetraquarks the relevant
degrees of freedom are compact diquarks and antidiquarks. In this review we restrict ourselves to this definition of a
compact tetraquark which is quite common in the contemporary literature. It should be mentioned, however, that in the
older literature sometimes the phrase ‘‘diquonium’’ was used to refer directly to the assumed diquark clustering [8,9]. For
a comprehensive review of diquarks we refer to Ref. [10] while for a critical discussion of the diquark clustering in heavy
exotics we refer to Ref. [11]. (iii) In hadronic molecules the building blocks are color-neutral hadrons. Obviously a complete
picture may include some of or even all these configurations in the final description of the exotic state; nevertheless, the
question remains of what is the dominant configuration. Finally, even an ordinary hadron, which has a dominant q̄q or qqq
configuration, will have subleading configurations with additional quark–antiquark pairs and active gluons. Depending on
the state, they may turn out to be more or less relevant to describe its properties.

This report is devoted to exotic states in the charmonium and bottomonium spectrum, i.e. the XYZ states, and also
discusses related states in this energy region, such as double-charm/bottom systems, and pentaquarks containing heavy
quarks. Its aim is to review the experimental information we have gained on these states over the last fifteen years, and
to summarize our theoretical understanding of them.
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the states in the b̄b spectrum. Dashed lines show the open-bottom thresholds (from the lowest upwards) B̄B,
B̄B⇤ , B̄⇤B⇤ , B̄B1(5721), B̄B⇤

2(5747), B̄
⇤B1(5721), and B̄⇤B(5747). Given its large statistical significance (6.7 standard deviations) we have included the

⌥ (10750) signal recently seen by the Belle Collaboration [7], although it is not in the current PDG list (see also Section 4.4.4).

Data have been collected originally mostly at the B factories (Belle, BaBar, CLEO) and also at the Tevatron experiments,
and later at BES and LHCb. They have led to the discovery of several new states (see Figs. 1 and 2) and to the collection
of an impressive amount of measurements in production and decay channels. This clean and clear amount of data has no
match with the few controversial exotic states in the light-hadron sector.

From the theoretical viewpoint, the study of quarkonium in the last few decades has witnessed two major devel-
opments: (i) the establishment of non-relativistic effective field theories and (ii) progress in dynamical lattice QCD
calculations of excited states and resonances, and calculations with light-quark masses at or close to the physical point.
Both allow for precise and systematically improvable computations that are (to a large extent) model-independent.
Although in many cases phenomenological quark models remain a useful resource, it is the advancement in our
understanding of quarkonium and quarkonium-like systems due to non-relativistic effective field theories and lattice
QCD that makes quarkonium exotica particularly valuable. In fact, today we are not only confronted with a huge amount
of high-quality data, which have provided for the first time uncontroversial evidence for the existence of exotic hadrons,
but also have modern theoretical tools that allow us to explore in a controlled way these new forms of matter and get a
unique insight into the low-energy dynamics of QCD.

The new quarkonium revolution that started in 2003 with the discovery of the X(3872), with all its experimental
and theoretical developments and challenges, has been chronicled over the past years in several comprehensive reviews
[12–14]. The present report focuses on the XYZ states and aims at portraiting, as precisely as possible, the status of the
subject in the year 2019. It is organized in the following main sections. In Section 2, we review the main experimental
facilities participating to the XYZ searches. The status of these searches and the relevant data that have been collected are
summarized in Section 3. Theoretical methods, ranging from phenomenological quark models to effective field theories of
QCD and lattice QCD, and theoretical results and predictions are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 some future
prospects both for experiments and theory are highlighted. We close with a short summary.

As was explained above, in recent years the field of exotic hadrons in general and especially those containing heavy
quarks has attracted a lot of experimental and theoretical efforts. As an interesting fact it is worth mentioning that,
despite a very rich physics programme at the Belle experiment and many interesting and exciting results obtained by this
collaboration for the entire history of its operation, the paper on the discovery of the exotic X(3872) charmonium-like
state turns out to be its most cited publication. Thus it should not come as a surprise that the number of papers on the
subject, both experimental and theoretical, including various reviews, grows fast. It is therefore important to make it
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Fig. 73. Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

4.3.1. Hybrids
Due to its non-Abelian nature, QCD allows for more colorless hadrons than just quark–antiquark mesons and three-

quark baryons. Of relevance for the present review are quarkonium hybrids or simply hybrids, which constitute the subject
of the present section, and multi-quarks, which will be discussed in the next sections. With the word ‘‘hybrid’’ we identify
conventionally quark–antiquark mesons with excited gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluons bring a new type of excitation
to the system, in addition to the rotational and radial motion of the quarks in ordinary (Q Q̄ ) systems discussed in the
previous section.

Predictions for various properties of hybrids with heavy quarks found in the vast literature on the subject rely on
different approaches. In particular, the interested reader can find predictions from the flux-tube model in Ref. [453,454],
from the Coulomb-gauge QCD approach in Refs. [455–457], from a constituent gluon model for gluelumps (short-distance
hybrids) in Ref. [458], from the constituent gluon model in Refs. [459,460] – see also the discussion below – and from the
QCD string model in Refs. [461–466]. An effective field theory description based on non-relativistic effective field theories
has also been developed. This is the Born–Oppenheimer effective field theory of Refs. [192,193,467–472] discussed in
more detail in Section 4.4.4. An independent source of information about the masses and splittings of hybrids comes
from lattice QCD calculations [130,131,473–477].

Models differ substantially in the way they describe hybrids. For example, in the flux tube model [478], hybrids are
described as phonon-type excitations, while in the constituent gluon model [459,460] they carry both color and spin.
Nevertheless, there is some consensus about few basic facts.

In addition, the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom contributes at least with approximately 1 GeV to the mass
of the system, so that the mass of the ground-state hybrid can be roughly estimated to be 2mh + 1 GeV, where mh is the
mass of the heavy quark. This gives about 4 GeV for the mass of the lowest charmonium hybrid and 11 GeV for the one
of the lowest bottomonium hybrid. Results obtained by different theoretical approaches, as well as determinations from
lattice QCD (mostly in the quenched approximation, but Ref. [131] is a 2+1 flavor dynamical lattice simulation, with a pion
mass of about 240 MeV, discussed in Section 4.5.1) for the lowest charmonium hybrid are collected in Table 10. We see
that, indeed, all predictions are generally consistent with each other and with the simple estimate made above for what
concerns the value of the mass of the lowest-lying hybrid. The situation for bottomonium hybrids looks similar. Indeed,
the most recent calculations place the mass of the lowest bottomonium hybrid around 11 GeV, also in agreement with
the simple estimate made above — see Refs. [192,466,468] for more details.

Clearly, as the table shows, there are also considerable differences between the different approaches. First, not all of
them identify the same hybrid state as the lowest-lying one. Moreover, also the (approximate) degeneracy pattern of the
different hybrid multiplets differ. These disagreements may serve to select among different approaches.
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�c1(3872) ! J/ ⇡+⇡�

5.32 < m(!!2S"") < 5.42 GeV, the mass distribution of
!!2S"" is studied, as shown in Fig 3 (upper). The back-
ground-subtraction technique sPlot [34] is used, together
with the 2D fit described above, to subtract backgrounds
from the nonresonant K#K! and J=!###! combinations.
The observed m(!!2S"") distribution is fitted with a DG
function for the signal and an exponential for the back-
ground, as shown in Fig. 3 (upper). The fit returns a non-B0

s
background contribution of 0.5%. The same procedure is
repeated in the X!3872"" channel, shown in Fig. 3 (lower),
and the measured contribution of the non-B0

s background is
1.7%. Thus, the ratio of the event yields X!3872"=!!2S"
changes by 1.2% after accounting for this background from
the non-B0

s production of !!2S"" and X!3872"" combi-
nations. The significance of the B0

s ! X!3872"" signal
extracted from the binned fit to the background-subtracted
m(X!3872"") distribution exceeds 10$.
The efficiencies for the signal and normalization

channels are calculated using the simulated event samples.
The total efficiency includes the detector acceptance, trigger,
and candidate reconstruction efficiencies. Only the ratio
of the efficiencies for the !!2S" and X!3872" decay modes
is needed to calculate the ratio R, which eliminates
the systematic uncertainties related to the track and
muon reconstruction. The obtained efficiency ratio is
%B0

s!!!2S""=%B0
s!X!3872"" $ 1.136% 0.026. It is larger than

unity due to a tighter requirement on the dipion mass

m!###!" > 0.7 GeV applied in the X!3872" channel.
The reported uncertainty is related to the size of the
simulated samples. The simulated event samples are vali-
dated by comparing distributions of variables used in the
candidate selection between the background-subtracted data
and simulation. As no significant deviation is found, no
additional systematic uncertainty in the efficiency ratio is
assigned.
Several sources of systematic uncertainty in the measured

ratio R are considered. To evaluate the systematic uncertain-
ties related to the choice of the fit model, several alternative
functions are tested. Uncertainties related to the choice of the
signal and background models are calculated separately.
The systematic uncertainty in the modeling of the

" ! K#K! signal is estimated by varying the " natural
width and the m!K#K!" resolution within their uncertain-
ties. The corresponding changes in the ratio R are negli-
gible. The systematic uncertainty in the m!K#K!" and
m!J=!###!" background model is estimated by testing
alternative models. Instead of the baseline model, either a
second-order polynomial or a threshold function multiplied
by this polynomial is used. The systematic uncertainty in
the J=!###! signal model is estimated by replacing the
DG function with a Student’s t-distribution [35] or, for the
X!3872" channel, by conservatively scaling the resolution
obtained in the !!2S" channel by the ratio of the resolutions
of the two channels observed in the simulation.
The systematic uncertainty related to the non-B0

s back-
ground is estimated using the sPlot technique to subtract
the contributions from nonresonant K#K! and J=!###!
combinations from the m!B0

s" distribution, as described
above and shown in Fig. 3. A systematic uncertainty of
1.2% is assigned, based on the fit results to the background-
subtracted m(!!2S"") and m(X!3872"") distributions.
The uncertainty related to the simulation sample size is

2.2%, as evaluated above. Changes in the detector and
trigger conditions in the course of the 2016–2018 data
taking are shown to have a negligible effect on the
measured ratio, as the signal and normalization processes
are very similar. The ratio R is found to be stable across
different years of data taking, therefore no related system-
atic uncertainty is assigned.
Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties

described above, together with the total systematic
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FIG. 3. Background-subtracted !!2S"" (upper) and X!3872""
(lower) invariant mass distributions obtained by sPlot weighting.
The result of each fit and its components are shown by the lines.

TABLE I. Relative systematic uncertainties in the ratio R.

Source Uncertainty (%)

m!K#K!" signal model < 0.1
m!K#K!" background model 2.5
m!J=!###!" signal model 5.3
m!J=!###!" background model 4.3
Non-B0

s background 1.2
Simulated sample size 2.2
Total 7.7
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convolved with the detector mass resolution is used,
where the ! natural width is fixed to its known value
[4]. The mass resolution is determined from simulated
event samples to be about 1.3 MeV. The background in the
K!K! mass distribution is modeled with a thres-
hold function multiplied by a first-order polynomial:
"m#K!K!$ ! x0%"Pol1"m#K!K!$%, where x0 is the thresh-
old value equal to twice the kaon mass and " is a free
parameter. The ##2S$ ! J=#$!$! signal is described with
a double-Gaussian (DG) function with all parameters
left free. The background in the m#J=#$!$!$ distribution
is modeled with a modified threshold function:
"m#J=#$!$!$ ! y0%%Pol1"m#J=#$!$!$%, where y0 is the
threshold value equal to mPDG

J=# ! 0.45 GeV [corresponding
to the requirement m#$!$!$ > 0.45 GeV], and % is a free
parameter.
The following parameters are free in the fit: numbers of

events in the four components, ! and ##2S$ meson
masses, ##2S$ resolution parameters, and background
parameters of m#K!K!$ and m#J=#$!$!$. The fitted
yield for the ##2S$ ! ! component is N"B0

s !
##2S$!% & 15 359' 171.
For the X#3872$ mass region, defined as

3.80 < m#J=#$!$!$ < 3.95 GeV, the same fit function
is used as in the ##2S$ channel, but additional constraints

are made because of the lower number of signal events. The
shape of the X#3872$ ! J=#$!$! signal is fixed to the
one obtained in data for ##2S$ ! J=#$!$!, with one
floating parameter responsible for the resolution scaling.
The X#3872$ mass is left free in the fit, and the returned
value is in agreement with the known mass [4]. The
threshold value y0 is changed to mPDG

J=# ! 0.7 GeV to
account for the different requirement on the dipion invari-
ant mass applied in the X#3872$ channel. The invariant
mass distributions and the projections of the 2D fit are
shown in Fig. 2. Additional projections of the 2D fit in
different ranges of m#J=#$!$!$ and m#K!K!$ are pre-
sented in the Supplemental Material [31]. The measured
signal yield is N"B0

s ! X#3872$!% & 299' 39.
The statistical significance of the B0

s ! X#3872$! signal
has been evaluated with the likelihood ratio technique by
applying the background-only and signal-plus-background
hypotheses. Using the standard asymptotic approximation
[32] for the likelihood, since the conditions of the Wilks’
theorem [33] are satisfied, the statistical significance
of the B0

s ! X#3872$! signal is over 6 standard deviations
(&) after accounting for the systematic uncertainties
discussed later.
To evaluate the background contribution related to

the non-B0
s production of ##2S$! in the mass range
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FIG. 1. The observed J=#$!$! (upper) and K!K! (lower)
invariant mass distributions for the B0

s ! ##2S$! candidates are
shown by the points, with the vertical bars representing the
statistical uncertainties. The projections of the 2D fit and its
various components are shown by the lines.
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FIG. 2. The observed J=#$!$! (upper) and K!K! (lower)
invariant mass distributions for the B0

s ! X#3872$! candidates
are shown by the points, with the vertical bars representing the
statistical uncertainties. The projections of the 2D fit and its
various components are shown by the lines.
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Figure 2. Distributions of the (top left) J/!"+"!K+K!, (top right) K+K! and (bottom
left) J/!"+"! mass of selected B0

s ! #c1(3872)$ candidates shown as points with error bars. A fit,
described in the text, is overlaid.

B0
s ! !(2S)$ decays and the resolution scale factors are listed in table 1. The statistical

significance for the B0
s ! #c1(3872)$ signal is calculated to be in excess of 10 standard devi-

ations using Wilks’ theorem [61]. Apart from the signal B0
s ! !(2S)$ component, only the

B0
s ! !(2S)K+K!, and the combinatorial J/!"+"!$ and J/!"+"!K+K! components are

found to contribute in a non-negligible way to the !(2S) mass region. In the #c1(3872) re-
gion, the contribution from the B0

s ! #c1(3872)K+K! component is found to be small and
the combinatorial components #c1(3872)$ and #c1(3872)K+K! are negligible. The resolu-
tion scale factors, sB0s and sXcc , are similar to those obtained in refs. [16, 59].

The results are cross-checked using a two-dimensional unbinned extended maximum-
likelihood fit to the background-subtracted J/!"+"! and K+K! mass distributions, where
the sPlot technique [62] is used with the J/!"+"!K+K! mass as a discriminating variable.
The results of this fit are found to be in very good agreement with the results listed
in table 1.
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s ! !(2S)$ component, only the
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found to contribute in a non-negligible way to the !(2S) mass region. In the #c1(3872) re-
gion, the contribution from the B0

s ! #c1(3872)K+K! component is found to be small and
the combinatorial components #c1(3872)$ and #c1(3872)K+K! are negligible. The resolu-
tion scale factors, sB0s and sXcc , are similar to those obtained in refs. [16, 59].

The results are cross-checked using a two-dimensional unbinned extended maximum-
likelihood fit to the background-subtracted J/!"+"! and K+K! mass distributions, where
the sPlot technique [62] is used with the J/!"+"!K+K! mass as a discriminating variable.
The results of this fit are found to be in very good agreement with the results listed
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5.32 < m(!!2S"") < 5.42 GeV, the mass distribution of
!!2S"" is studied, as shown in Fig 3 (upper). The back-
ground-subtraction technique sPlot [34] is used, together
with the 2D fit described above, to subtract backgrounds
from the nonresonant K#K! and J=!###! combinations.
The observed m(!!2S"") distribution is fitted with a DG
function for the signal and an exponential for the back-
ground, as shown in Fig. 3 (upper). The fit returns a non-B0

s
background contribution of 0.5%. The same procedure is
repeated in the X!3872"" channel, shown in Fig. 3 (lower),
and the measured contribution of the non-B0

s background is
1.7%. Thus, the ratio of the event yields X!3872"=!!2S"
changes by 1.2% after accounting for this background from
the non-B0

s production of !!2S"" and X!3872"" combi-
nations. The significance of the B0

s ! X!3872"" signal
extracted from the binned fit to the background-subtracted
m(X!3872"") distribution exceeds 10$.
The efficiencies for the signal and normalization

channels are calculated using the simulated event samples.
The total efficiency includes the detector acceptance, trigger,
and candidate reconstruction efficiencies. Only the ratio
of the efficiencies for the !!2S" and X!3872" decay modes
is needed to calculate the ratio R, which eliminates
the systematic uncertainties related to the track and
muon reconstruction. The obtained efficiency ratio is
%B0

s!!!2S""=%B0
s!X!3872"" $ 1.136% 0.026. It is larger than

unity due to a tighter requirement on the dipion mass

m!###!" > 0.7 GeV applied in the X!3872" channel.
The reported uncertainty is related to the size of the
simulated samples. The simulated event samples are vali-
dated by comparing distributions of variables used in the
candidate selection between the background-subtracted data
and simulation. As no significant deviation is found, no
additional systematic uncertainty in the efficiency ratio is
assigned.
Several sources of systematic uncertainty in the measured

ratio R are considered. To evaluate the systematic uncertain-
ties related to the choice of the fit model, several alternative
functions are tested. Uncertainties related to the choice of the
signal and background models are calculated separately.
The systematic uncertainty in the modeling of the

" ! K#K! signal is estimated by varying the " natural
width and the m!K#K!" resolution within their uncertain-
ties. The corresponding changes in the ratio R are negli-
gible. The systematic uncertainty in the m!K#K!" and
m!J=!###!" background model is estimated by testing
alternative models. Instead of the baseline model, either a
second-order polynomial or a threshold function multiplied
by this polynomial is used. The systematic uncertainty in
the J=!###! signal model is estimated by replacing the
DG function with a Student’s t-distribution [35] or, for the
X!3872" channel, by conservatively scaling the resolution
obtained in the !!2S" channel by the ratio of the resolutions
of the two channels observed in the simulation.
The systematic uncertainty related to the non-B0

s back-
ground is estimated using the sPlot technique to subtract
the contributions from nonresonant K#K! and J=!###!
combinations from the m!B0

s" distribution, as described
above and shown in Fig. 3. A systematic uncertainty of
1.2% is assigned, based on the fit results to the background-
subtracted m(!!2S"") and m(X!3872"") distributions.
The uncertainty related to the simulation sample size is

2.2%, as evaluated above. Changes in the detector and
trigger conditions in the course of the 2016–2018 data
taking are shown to have a negligible effect on the
measured ratio, as the signal and normalization processes
are very similar. The ratio R is found to be stable across
different years of data taking, therefore no related system-
atic uncertainty is assigned.
Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties

described above, together with the total systematic
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FIG. 3. Background-subtracted !!2S"" (upper) and X!3872""
(lower) invariant mass distributions obtained by sPlot weighting.
The result of each fit and its components are shown by the lines.

TABLE I. Relative systematic uncertainties in the ratio R.

Source Uncertainty (%)

m!K#K!" signal model < 0.1
m!K#K!" background model 2.5
m!J=!###!" signal model 5.3
m!J=!###!" background model 4.3
Non-B0

s background 1.2
Simulated sample size 2.2
Total 7.7
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convolved with the detector mass resolution is used,
where the ! natural width is fixed to its known value
[4]. The mass resolution is determined from simulated
event samples to be about 1.3 MeV. The background in the
K!K! mass distribution is modeled with a thres-
hold function multiplied by a first-order polynomial:
"m#K!K!$ ! x0%"Pol1"m#K!K!$%, where x0 is the thresh-
old value equal to twice the kaon mass and " is a free
parameter. The ##2S$ ! J=#$!$! signal is described with
a double-Gaussian (DG) function with all parameters
left free. The background in the m#J=#$!$!$ distribution
is modeled with a modified threshold function:
"m#J=#$!$!$ ! y0%%Pol1"m#J=#$!$!$%, where y0 is the
threshold value equal to mPDG

J=# ! 0.45 GeV [corresponding
to the requirement m#$!$!$ > 0.45 GeV], and % is a free
parameter.
The following parameters are free in the fit: numbers of

events in the four components, ! and ##2S$ meson
masses, ##2S$ resolution parameters, and background
parameters of m#K!K!$ and m#J=#$!$!$. The fitted
yield for the ##2S$ ! ! component is N"B0

s !
##2S$!% & 15 359' 171.
For the X#3872$ mass region, defined as

3.80 < m#J=#$!$!$ < 3.95 GeV, the same fit function
is used as in the ##2S$ channel, but additional constraints

are made because of the lower number of signal events. The
shape of the X#3872$ ! J=#$!$! signal is fixed to the
one obtained in data for ##2S$ ! J=#$!$!, with one
floating parameter responsible for the resolution scaling.
The X#3872$ mass is left free in the fit, and the returned
value is in agreement with the known mass [4]. The
threshold value y0 is changed to mPDG

J=# ! 0.7 GeV to
account for the different requirement on the dipion invari-
ant mass applied in the X#3872$ channel. The invariant
mass distributions and the projections of the 2D fit are
shown in Fig. 2. Additional projections of the 2D fit in
different ranges of m#J=#$!$!$ and m#K!K!$ are pre-
sented in the Supplemental Material [31]. The measured
signal yield is N"B0

s ! X#3872$!% & 299' 39.
The statistical significance of the B0

s ! X#3872$! signal
has been evaluated with the likelihood ratio technique by
applying the background-only and signal-plus-background
hypotheses. Using the standard asymptotic approximation
[32] for the likelihood, since the conditions of the Wilks’
theorem [33] are satisfied, the statistical significance
of the B0

s ! X#3872$! signal is over 6 standard deviations
(&) after accounting for the systematic uncertainties
discussed later.
To evaluate the background contribution related to

the non-B0
s production of ##2S$! in the mass range
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FIG. 1. The observed J=#$!$! (upper) and K!K! (lower)
invariant mass distributions for the B0

s ! ##2S$! candidates are
shown by the points, with the vertical bars representing the
statistical uncertainties. The projections of the 2D fit and its
various components are shown by the lines.
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FIG. 2. The observed J=#$!$! (upper) and K!K! (lower)
invariant mass distributions for the B0

s ! X#3872$! candidates
are shown by the points, with the vertical bars representing the
statistical uncertainties. The projections of the 2D fit and its
various components are shown by the lines.
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Figure 2. Distributions of the (top left) J/!"+"!K+K!, (top right) K+K! and (bottom
left) J/!"+"! mass of selected B0

s ! #c1(3872)$ candidates shown as points with error bars. A fit,
described in the text, is overlaid.

B0
s ! !(2S)$ decays and the resolution scale factors are listed in table 1. The statistical

significance for the B0
s ! #c1(3872)$ signal is calculated to be in excess of 10 standard devi-

ations using Wilks’ theorem [61]. Apart from the signal B0
s ! !(2S)$ component, only the

B0
s ! !(2S)K+K!, and the combinatorial J/!"+"!$ and J/!"+"!K+K! components are

found to contribute in a non-negligible way to the !(2S) mass region. In the #c1(3872) re-
gion, the contribution from the B0

s ! #c1(3872)K+K! component is found to be small and
the combinatorial components #c1(3872)$ and #c1(3872)K+K! are negligible. The resolu-
tion scale factors, sB0s and sXcc , are similar to those obtained in refs. [16, 59].
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the sPlot technique [62] is used with the J/!"+"!K+K! mass as a discriminating variable.
The results of this fit are found to be in very good agreement with the results listed
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tion scale factors, sB0s and sXcc , are similar to those obtained in refs. [16, 59].

The results are cross-checked using a two-dimensional unbinned extended maximum-
likelihood fit to the background-subtracted J/!"+"! and K+K! mass distributions, where
the sPlot technique [62] is used with the J/!"+"!K+K! mass as a discriminating variable.
The results of this fit are found to be in very good agreement with the results listed
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�c1(3872)

pair due to their fragmentation into hadrons and subsequent
decays [57,58]; or the suppression of prompt !!2S" and
"c1!3872" production via interactions with other particles
produced at the vertex, which decreases the prompt
production in high-multiplicity events, but does not affect
production in b decays.
The prompt and b-decay components are examined

directly by calculating the ratio of the "c1!3872" and
!!2S" cross sections, #"=#! , times their respective branch-
ing fractions to the J=!$#$! final state, B" and B! . This
ratio is given by

#"
#!

B"

B!
$

N"f
"
prompt

N!f
!
prompt

%acc!

%acc"

%reco!

%reco"

%PID!

%PID"
: !2"

Here, N is the signal yield, fprompt is the prompt fraction
and the % terms represent various efficiency corrections of
the corresponding state. The ratio of cross sections from b
decays is found by replacing fprompt with (1 ! fprompt) in
Eq. (2). Correlated systematic uncertainties largely cancel
in the ratio, and the result is dominated by uncorrelated
uncertainties. The ratio of efficiencies for four charged
decay products to fall within the LHCb acceptance,
%acc! =%acc" , is found via simulation to be consistent with
one with an uncertainty of approximately 1% that is
determined by varying the pT distributions of the simulated
!!2S" and "c1!3872" hadrons. Control samples of identi-
fied muons and pions obtained from data are used to
measure the ratio of muon and pion particle identification
(PID) efficiencies, %PID! =%PID" , which is near one with an
uncertainty of about 1% due to the finite size of the control
sample. The only relative efficiency that has a significant
deviation from unity is the ratio of reconstruction efficien-
cies, %reco! =%reco" , which is found via simulation to be 0.58%
0.02 (0.65% 0.04) for particles that are produced promptly
(in b decays). This is due to the different kinematic
properties of the pion pair produced in the decays: pions
from "c1!3872" hadron decays proceed through an
intermediate &0!770" resonance [59] and have a higher
reconstruction efficiency than pions from the !!2S" decay
due to their higher pT. The uncertainty on the ratio of
reconstruction efficiencies is taken from the variations
observed when weighting the pT distributions of the
simulated !!2S" and "c1!3872" hadrons to match those
in the data in different multiplicity bins, as previously
discussed.
The ratio of cross sections is shown in Fig. 4. A decrease

in the prompt production of "c1!3872" hadrons relative to
prompt !!2S" mesons is observed as the charged particle
multiplicity increases. To illustrate this effect, a linear fit to
this data, which considers only the uncorrelated uncertain-
ties, is performed and returns a negative slope that differs
from zero by 5 standard deviations.

After preliminary LHCb results on multiplicity-depen-
dent "c1!3872" production were presented [60], calcula-
tions of these observables based on the comover interaction
model [34,35] were performed [43]. In this model,
promptly produced "c1!3872" and !!2S" hadrons interact
with other produced particles, with a breakup cross section
#br that is determined by their radius and binding energy.
The model assumes no interactions at low multiplicity, and
the calculations are normalized to the data in the lowest
multiplicity bin. A purely molecular "c1!3872" has a
large radius and correspondingly high #br and is quickly
dissociated as multiplicity increases. If coalescence pro-
vides an additional formation mechanism for molecular
"c1!3872", the ratio #"c1!3872"=#!!2S" rises with multiplicity.
Neither of these calculations are consistent with the data.
A compact tetraquark "c1!3872" has a slightly larger
radius and #br than the !!2S", and in this scenario,
#"c1!3872"=#!!2S" gradually decreases with multiplicity,
matching the measured trend.
In contrast to the prompt data, the ratio of cross sections

for production in b decays shows a slight increase, which is
not statistically significant. A linear fit to these data points,
again without considering the correlated systematic uncer-
tainty, gives a positive slope that is consistent with zero
within 1.6 standard deviations. Since these hadrons origi-
nate from displaced decay vertices of b hadrons, they are
not subject to suppression via interactions with other
particles produced at the primary vertex. Consequently,
this ratio is set only by the branching fractions of b decays
to "c1!3872" and !!2S" hadrons. The multiplicity depend-
ence of b hadron production has not been studied in detail,
and modification of the b hadron admixture could affect
"c1!3872" production, as different b hadron species may
have different decay probabilities to "c1!3872" states
[61,62]. However, the uncertainties preclude drawing any
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FIG. 4. The ratio of the "c1!3872" and !!2S" cross sections
measured in the J=!$#$! channel as a function of the number of
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lated (correlated) uncertainties are shown as vertical error bars
(boxes), and the bin widths are shown as horizontal error bars.
See text for details on calculations from Ref. [43].
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Fig. 73. Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

4.3.1. Hybrids
Due to its non-Abelian nature, QCD allows for more colorless hadrons than just quark–antiquark mesons and three-

quark baryons. Of relevance for the present review are quarkonium hybrids or simply hybrids, which constitute the subject
of the present section, and multi-quarks, which will be discussed in the next sections. With the word ‘‘hybrid’’ we identify
conventionally quark–antiquark mesons with excited gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluons bring a new type of excitation
to the system, in addition to the rotational and radial motion of the quarks in ordinary (Q Q̄ ) systems discussed in the
previous section.

Predictions for various properties of hybrids with heavy quarks found in the vast literature on the subject rely on
different approaches. In particular, the interested reader can find predictions from the flux-tube model in Ref. [453,454],
from the Coulomb-gauge QCD approach in Refs. [455–457], from a constituent gluon model for gluelumps (short-distance
hybrids) in Ref. [458], from the constituent gluon model in Refs. [459,460] – see also the discussion below – and from the
QCD string model in Refs. [461–466]. An effective field theory description based on non-relativistic effective field theories
has also been developed. This is the Born–Oppenheimer effective field theory of Refs. [192,193,467–472] discussed in
more detail in Section 4.4.4. An independent source of information about the masses and splittings of hybrids comes
from lattice QCD calculations [130,131,473–477].

Models differ substantially in the way they describe hybrids. For example, in the flux tube model [478], hybrids are
described as phonon-type excitations, while in the constituent gluon model [459,460] they carry both color and spin.
Nevertheless, there is some consensus about few basic facts.

In addition, the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom contributes at least with approximately 1 GeV to the mass
of the system, so that the mass of the ground-state hybrid can be roughly estimated to be 2mh + 1 GeV, where mh is the
mass of the heavy quark. This gives about 4 GeV for the mass of the lowest charmonium hybrid and 11 GeV for the one
of the lowest bottomonium hybrid. Results obtained by different theoretical approaches, as well as determinations from
lattice QCD (mostly in the quenched approximation, but Ref. [131] is a 2+1 flavor dynamical lattice simulation, with a pion
mass of about 240 MeV, discussed in Section 4.5.1) for the lowest charmonium hybrid are collected in Table 10. We see
that, indeed, all predictions are generally consistent with each other and with the simple estimate made above for what
concerns the value of the mass of the lowest-lying hybrid. The situation for bottomonium hybrids looks similar. Indeed,
the most recent calculations place the mass of the lowest bottomonium hybrid around 11 GeV, also in agreement with
the simple estimate made above — see Refs. [192,466,468] for more details.

Clearly, as the table shows, there are also considerable differences between the different approaches. First, not all of
them identify the same hybrid state as the lowest-lying one. Moreover, also the (approximate) degeneracy pattern of the
different hybrid multiplets differ. These disagreements may serve to select among different approaches.
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Fig. 73. Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

4.3.1. Hybrids
Due to its non-Abelian nature, QCD allows for more colorless hadrons than just quark–antiquark mesons and three-

quark baryons. Of relevance for the present review are quarkonium hybrids or simply hybrids, which constitute the subject
of the present section, and multi-quarks, which will be discussed in the next sections. With the word ‘‘hybrid’’ we identify
conventionally quark–antiquark mesons with excited gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluons bring a new type of excitation
to the system, in addition to the rotational and radial motion of the quarks in ordinary (Q Q̄ ) systems discussed in the
previous section.

Predictions for various properties of hybrids with heavy quarks found in the vast literature on the subject rely on
different approaches. In particular, the interested reader can find predictions from the flux-tube model in Ref. [453,454],
from the Coulomb-gauge QCD approach in Refs. [455–457], from a constituent gluon model for gluelumps (short-distance
hybrids) in Ref. [458], from the constituent gluon model in Refs. [459,460] – see also the discussion below – and from the
QCD string model in Refs. [461–466]. An effective field theory description based on non-relativistic effective field theories
has also been developed. This is the Born–Oppenheimer effective field theory of Refs. [192,193,467–472] discussed in
more detail in Section 4.4.4. An independent source of information about the masses and splittings of hybrids comes
from lattice QCD calculations [130,131,473–477].

Models differ substantially in the way they describe hybrids. For example, in the flux tube model [478], hybrids are
described as phonon-type excitations, while in the constituent gluon model [459,460] they carry both color and spin.
Nevertheless, there is some consensus about few basic facts.

In addition, the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom contributes at least with approximately 1 GeV to the mass
of the system, so that the mass of the ground-state hybrid can be roughly estimated to be 2mh + 1 GeV, where mh is the
mass of the heavy quark. This gives about 4 GeV for the mass of the lowest charmonium hybrid and 11 GeV for the one
of the lowest bottomonium hybrid. Results obtained by different theoretical approaches, as well as determinations from
lattice QCD (mostly in the quenched approximation, but Ref. [131] is a 2+1 flavor dynamical lattice simulation, with a pion
mass of about 240 MeV, discussed in Section 4.5.1) for the lowest charmonium hybrid are collected in Table 10. We see
that, indeed, all predictions are generally consistent with each other and with the simple estimate made above for what
concerns the value of the mass of the lowest-lying hybrid. The situation for bottomonium hybrids looks similar. Indeed,
the most recent calculations place the mass of the lowest bottomonium hybrid around 11 GeV, also in agreement with
the simple estimate made above — see Refs. [192,466,468] for more details.

Clearly, as the table shows, there are also considerable differences between the different approaches. First, not all of
them identify the same hybrid state as the lowest-lying one. Moreover, also the (approximate) degeneracy pattern of the
different hybrid multiplets differ. These disagreements may serve to select among different approaches.
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�c1(3872)

pair due to their fragmentation into hadrons and subsequent
decays [57,58]; or the suppression of prompt !!2S" and
"c1!3872" production via interactions with other particles
produced at the vertex, which decreases the prompt
production in high-multiplicity events, but does not affect
production in b decays.
The prompt and b-decay components are examined

directly by calculating the ratio of the "c1!3872" and
!!2S" cross sections, #"=#! , times their respective branch-
ing fractions to the J=!$#$! final state, B" and B! . This
ratio is given by

#"
#!

B"

B!
$

N"f
"
prompt

N!f
!
prompt

%acc!

%acc"

%reco!

%reco"

%PID!

%PID"
: !2"

Here, N is the signal yield, fprompt is the prompt fraction
and the % terms represent various efficiency corrections of
the corresponding state. The ratio of cross sections from b
decays is found by replacing fprompt with (1 ! fprompt) in
Eq. (2). Correlated systematic uncertainties largely cancel
in the ratio, and the result is dominated by uncorrelated
uncertainties. The ratio of efficiencies for four charged
decay products to fall within the LHCb acceptance,
%acc! =%acc" , is found via simulation to be consistent with
one with an uncertainty of approximately 1% that is
determined by varying the pT distributions of the simulated
!!2S" and "c1!3872" hadrons. Control samples of identi-
fied muons and pions obtained from data are used to
measure the ratio of muon and pion particle identification
(PID) efficiencies, %PID! =%PID" , which is near one with an
uncertainty of about 1% due to the finite size of the control
sample. The only relative efficiency that has a significant
deviation from unity is the ratio of reconstruction efficien-
cies, %reco! =%reco" , which is found via simulation to be 0.58%
0.02 (0.65% 0.04) for particles that are produced promptly
(in b decays). This is due to the different kinematic
properties of the pion pair produced in the decays: pions
from "c1!3872" hadron decays proceed through an
intermediate &0!770" resonance [59] and have a higher
reconstruction efficiency than pions from the !!2S" decay
due to their higher pT. The uncertainty on the ratio of
reconstruction efficiencies is taken from the variations
observed when weighting the pT distributions of the
simulated !!2S" and "c1!3872" hadrons to match those
in the data in different multiplicity bins, as previously
discussed.
The ratio of cross sections is shown in Fig. 4. A decrease

in the prompt production of "c1!3872" hadrons relative to
prompt !!2S" mesons is observed as the charged particle
multiplicity increases. To illustrate this effect, a linear fit to
this data, which considers only the uncorrelated uncertain-
ties, is performed and returns a negative slope that differs
from zero by 5 standard deviations.

After preliminary LHCb results on multiplicity-depen-
dent "c1!3872" production were presented [60], calcula-
tions of these observables based on the comover interaction
model [34,35] were performed [43]. In this model,
promptly produced "c1!3872" and !!2S" hadrons interact
with other produced particles, with a breakup cross section
#br that is determined by their radius and binding energy.
The model assumes no interactions at low multiplicity, and
the calculations are normalized to the data in the lowest
multiplicity bin. A purely molecular "c1!3872" has a
large radius and correspondingly high #br and is quickly
dissociated as multiplicity increases. If coalescence pro-
vides an additional formation mechanism for molecular
"c1!3872", the ratio #"c1!3872"=#!!2S" rises with multiplicity.
Neither of these calculations are consistent with the data.
A compact tetraquark "c1!3872" has a slightly larger
radius and #br than the !!2S", and in this scenario,
#"c1!3872"=#!!2S" gradually decreases with multiplicity,
matching the measured trend.
In contrast to the prompt data, the ratio of cross sections

for production in b decays shows a slight increase, which is
not statistically significant. A linear fit to these data points,
again without considering the correlated systematic uncer-
tainty, gives a positive slope that is consistent with zero
within 1.6 standard deviations. Since these hadrons origi-
nate from displaced decay vertices of b hadrons, they are
not subject to suppression via interactions with other
particles produced at the primary vertex. Consequently,
this ratio is set only by the branching fractions of b decays
to "c1!3872" and !!2S" hadrons. The multiplicity depend-
ence of b hadron production has not been studied in detail,
and modification of the b hadron admixture could affect
"c1!3872" production, as different b hadron species may
have different decay probabilities to "c1!3872" states
[61,62]. However, the uncertainties preclude drawing any
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FIG. 4. The ratio of the "c1!3872" and !!2S" cross sections
measured in the J=!$#$! channel as a function of the number of
tracks reconstructed in the VELO. The point-to-point uncorre-
lated (correlated) uncertainties are shown as vertical error bars
(boxes), and the bin widths are shown as horizontal error bars.
See text for details on calculations from Ref. [43].
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Figure 1: Invariant mass distribution of mµµpp in PbPb collisions, for the inclusive (upper) and
b-enriched (bottom) samples. The vertical lines represent statistical uncertainties in the data.
The results of the unbinned maximum-likelihood fits for the signal+background and back-
ground alone are also shown by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The pull distribution
is represented by the shaded bars.

based method in the following way. Since the lxy of the prompt component was found in MC
studies to be smaller than 0.1 mm, the prompt fraction, fprompt, can be derived from: i) the raw
inclusive yield, Nincl, obtained from the fit to the invariant mass distributions of all candidates,
shown in Fig. 1, and ii) Nb-enr, the “b-enriched” yield, obtained from a fit to the invariant mass
distribution only containing candidates that passed the selection lxy > 0.1 mm, also shown
in Fig. 1. In addition, Nb-enr has to be corrected to account for nonprompt candidates, with
lxy < 0.1 mm, that have been missed: f

b-enr
nonprompt = Nnonprompt(lxy > 0.1 mm)/Nnonprompt. The

correction was obtained from simulation. The raw prompt fraction is then calculated as:

fprompt = 1 �
Nb-enr/ f

b-enr
nonprompt

Nincl
, (3)

separately for X(3872) and y(2S) states. The corrected yield of the prompt component can then
be derived as:

N
i!J/ypp = N

i

raw f
i

prompt/(a ereco esel)
i, (4)

where i is X(3872) or y(2S), a is the acceptance, ereco is the candidate reconstruction efficiency
and esel is the candidate selection efficiency. Since the two states are reconstructed in the same
decay channel and are relatively close in mass, their corresponding a ereco values are similar.
The choice of the BDT optimization criteria results in esel being higher for the X(3872) than for
the y(2S).

The measurement of rPbPb is affected by several sources of systematic uncertainty, arising from
the candidate selection, invariant mass fit, and efficiency corrections. To estimate the systematic
uncertainty associated with the BDT selection, the BDT cutoff values are varied within the
range that allows a robust invariant mass fit procedure, and the maximum difference of the final
R value from the nominal result (40%) is quoted as the systematic uncertainty. The relatively
large R uncertainty associated with BDT cutoff value is the convolution of two causes: the
BDT variables distribution differences in data and MC samples for the X(3872) meson, and the
statistical limitation of the signal in data.

CMS, arXiv: 2102.13048

 First evidence of production in PbPb

Prompt production (in pp and PbPb): complementary information to study structure of    
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Fig. 73. Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

4.3.1. Hybrids
Due to its non-Abelian nature, QCD allows for more colorless hadrons than just quark–antiquark mesons and three-

quark baryons. Of relevance for the present review are quarkonium hybrids or simply hybrids, which constitute the subject
of the present section, and multi-quarks, which will be discussed in the next sections. With the word ‘‘hybrid’’ we identify
conventionally quark–antiquark mesons with excited gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluons bring a new type of excitation
to the system, in addition to the rotational and radial motion of the quarks in ordinary (Q Q̄ ) systems discussed in the
previous section.

Predictions for various properties of hybrids with heavy quarks found in the vast literature on the subject rely on
different approaches. In particular, the interested reader can find predictions from the flux-tube model in Ref. [453,454],
from the Coulomb-gauge QCD approach in Refs. [455–457], from a constituent gluon model for gluelumps (short-distance
hybrids) in Ref. [458], from the constituent gluon model in Refs. [459,460] – see also the discussion below – and from the
QCD string model in Refs. [461–466]. An effective field theory description based on non-relativistic effective field theories
has also been developed. This is the Born–Oppenheimer effective field theory of Refs. [192,193,467–472] discussed in
more detail in Section 4.4.4. An independent source of information about the masses and splittings of hybrids comes
from lattice QCD calculations [130,131,473–477].

Models differ substantially in the way they describe hybrids. For example, in the flux tube model [478], hybrids are
described as phonon-type excitations, while in the constituent gluon model [459,460] they carry both color and spin.
Nevertheless, there is some consensus about few basic facts.

In addition, the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom contributes at least with approximately 1 GeV to the mass
of the system, so that the mass of the ground-state hybrid can be roughly estimated to be 2mh + 1 GeV, where mh is the
mass of the heavy quark. This gives about 4 GeV for the mass of the lowest charmonium hybrid and 11 GeV for the one
of the lowest bottomonium hybrid. Results obtained by different theoretical approaches, as well as determinations from
lattice QCD (mostly in the quenched approximation, but Ref. [131] is a 2+1 flavor dynamical lattice simulation, with a pion
mass of about 240 MeV, discussed in Section 4.5.1) for the lowest charmonium hybrid are collected in Table 10. We see
that, indeed, all predictions are generally consistent with each other and with the simple estimate made above for what
concerns the value of the mass of the lowest-lying hybrid. The situation for bottomonium hybrids looks similar. Indeed,
the most recent calculations place the mass of the lowest bottomonium hybrid around 11 GeV, also in agreement with
the simple estimate made above — see Refs. [192,466,468] for more details.

Clearly, as the table shows, there are also considerable differences between the different approaches. First, not all of
them identify the same hybrid state as the lowest-lying one. Moreover, also the (approximate) degeneracy pattern of the
different hybrid multiplets differ. These disagreements may serve to select among different approaches.
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Fig. 73. Graphic illustration of the most common proposals for the structure of exotic states. Details are given in the text.

4.3.1. Hybrids
Due to its non-Abelian nature, QCD allows for more colorless hadrons than just quark–antiquark mesons and three-

quark baryons. Of relevance for the present review are quarkonium hybrids or simply hybrids, which constitute the subject
of the present section, and multi-quarks, which will be discussed in the next sections. With the word ‘‘hybrid’’ we identify
conventionally quark–antiquark mesons with excited gluonic degrees of freedom. Gluons bring a new type of excitation
to the system, in addition to the rotational and radial motion of the quarks in ordinary (Q Q̄ ) systems discussed in the
previous section.

Predictions for various properties of hybrids with heavy quarks found in the vast literature on the subject rely on
different approaches. In particular, the interested reader can find predictions from the flux-tube model in Ref. [453,454],
from the Coulomb-gauge QCD approach in Refs. [455–457], from a constituent gluon model for gluelumps (short-distance
hybrids) in Ref. [458], from the constituent gluon model in Refs. [459,460] – see also the discussion below – and from the
QCD string model in Refs. [461–466]. An effective field theory description based on non-relativistic effective field theories
has also been developed. This is the Born–Oppenheimer effective field theory of Refs. [192,193,467–472] discussed in
more detail in Section 4.4.4. An independent source of information about the masses and splittings of hybrids comes
from lattice QCD calculations [130,131,473–477].

Models differ substantially in the way they describe hybrids. For example, in the flux tube model [478], hybrids are
described as phonon-type excitations, while in the constituent gluon model [459,460] they carry both color and spin.
Nevertheless, there is some consensus about few basic facts.

In addition, the excitation of the gluonic degrees of freedom contributes at least with approximately 1 GeV to the mass
of the system, so that the mass of the ground-state hybrid can be roughly estimated to be 2mh + 1 GeV, where mh is the
mass of the heavy quark. This gives about 4 GeV for the mass of the lowest charmonium hybrid and 11 GeV for the one
of the lowest bottomonium hybrid. Results obtained by different theoretical approaches, as well as determinations from
lattice QCD (mostly in the quenched approximation, but Ref. [131] is a 2+1 flavor dynamical lattice simulation, with a pion
mass of about 240 MeV, discussed in Section 4.5.1) for the lowest charmonium hybrid are collected in Table 10. We see
that, indeed, all predictions are generally consistent with each other and with the simple estimate made above for what
concerns the value of the mass of the lowest-lying hybrid. The situation for bottomonium hybrids looks similar. Indeed,
the most recent calculations place the mass of the lowest bottomonium hybrid around 11 GeV, also in agreement with
the simple estimate made above — see Refs. [192,466,468] for more details.

Clearly, as the table shows, there are also considerable differences between the different approaches. First, not all of
them identify the same hybrid state as the lowest-lying one. Moreover, also the (approximate) degeneracy pattern of the
different hybrid multiplets differ. These disagreements may serve to select among different approaches.
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Figure 3: Distributions of �K+ (left), J/ � (middle) and J/ K+ (right) invariant masses for
the B+ ! J/ �K+ candidates (black data points) compared with the fit results (red solid lines)
of the default model (top row) and the Run 1 model (bottom row).
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Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
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and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
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Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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of the default model (top row) and the Run 1 model (bottom row).
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Figure 4: Fit projections onto mJ/ K+ in two slices of mJ/ � for the default model with and
without the 1+ Z+

cs states. The narrow Z+
cs state at 4 GeV is evident.

Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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the B+ ! J/ �K+ candidates (black data points) compared with the fit results (red solid lines)
of the default model (top row) and the Run 1 model (bottom row).
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without the 1+ Z+

cs states. The narrow Z+
cs state at 4 GeV is evident.

Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass distributions for all pairs of final state particles of
the B+ ! J/ �K+ decay with fit projections from the amplitude analysis overlaid, for
both the default model and the Run 1 model. The fit results are summarised in Table 1,
including mass, width, fit fraction (FF), and significance of each component. The masses
and widths of the four X states studied using the LHCb Run 1 sample only are consistent
with the previous measurements [14, 15]. The significance of each component is evaluated
by assuming that the change of twice the log-likelihood between the default fit and the fit
without this component follows a �2 distribution. The corresponding number of degrees of
freedom is equal to the reduction in the number of free parameters multiplied by a factor
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Run 1+2 data

Run 1 model

Run 1+2 model

Run 1+2 data

<latexit sha1_base64="qYd3yI9MDejRGBZ2n+tfRCDTCYI=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRZBEOquKHoseBEFqWA/sF1LNs22odlkSbJCWfovvHhQxKv/xpv/xrTdg7Y+GHi8N8PMvCDmTBvX/XZyC4tLyyv51cLa+sbmVnF7p65logitEcmlagZYU84ErRlmOG3GiuIo4LQRDC7HfuOJKs2kuDfDmPoR7gkWMoKNlR6uj9uxZujm8ahTLLlldwI0T7yMlCBDtVP8anclSSIqDOFY65bnxsZPsTKMcDoqtBNNY0wGuEdblgocUe2nk4tH6MAqXRRKZUsYNFF/T6Q40noYBbYzwqavZ72x+J/XSkx44adMxImhgkwXhQlHRqLx+6jLFCWGDy3BRDF7KyJ9rDAxNqSCDcGbfXme1E/K3lnZvTstVW6zOPKwB/twCB6cQwWuoAo1ICDgGV7hzdHOi/PufExbc042swt/4Hz+ADwukAM=</latexit>

J/ K+

<latexit sha1_base64="HKBO+olvGkA8hnnZ3hA1omGcJV4=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgqiSiKK4KblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMo1BC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BunaRZaPXC5h3PuZe6cMOVMac/7cipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6Be3jUUYmRhLZJwhPZC7GinAna1kxz2kslxXHIaTec3i387oxKxRLxqOcpDWI8FixiBGsrDV2XDEIsM5Kboqt86Na9hlcA/SV+SepQojV0PwejhJiYCk04Vqrve6kOMiw1I5zmtYFRNMVkise0b6nAMVVBVlyeozOrjFCUSFtCo0L9uZHhWKl5HNrJGOuJWvUW4n9e3+joJsiYSI2mgiwfigxHOkGLGNCISUo0n1uCiWT2VkQmWGKibVg1G4K/+uW/pHPR8K8a3sNlvXlbxlGFEziFc/DhGppwDy1oA4EZPMELvDqZ8+y8Oe/L0YpT7hzDLzgf3z4ClAc=</latexit>

cc̄us̄First observation of exotic state with           ! 

significance: 15 𝜎

significance: 5.9 𝜎

JP=1+

JP=1+ or 1-

• Zcs(4000):

• Zcs(4220): 
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK�
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• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK�

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:
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⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄
<latexit sha1_base64="FjmIPSCTWvM1hJZoSM+BFs7i5Jg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdWdFjwYvHCvYDtmvJptk2NJssSVYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlpmitAmkVyqToQ15UzQpmGG006qKE4iTtvR6Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNOaZjggWAxI9hYKWj0SNX3fff88aJXrrg1dw60SrycVCBHo1f+6vYlyRIqDOFY68BzUxNOsDKMcDotdTNNU0xGeEADSwVOqA4n85On6MwqfRRLZUsYNFd/T0xwovU4iWxngs1QL3sz8T8vyEx8E06YSDNDBVksijOOjESz/1GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEolG4K3/PIqaV3WvKuae+9X6vU8jiKcwClUwYNrqMMdNKAJBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0HGPog==</latexit>

Pc(4440)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="w6fRbGGAfuEXb/hWYwGyP+uUoxo=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcqutNRjwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmk2WZFYoS3+GFw+KePXXePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG3Ddbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9P2kYlmrIWVULpbkAME1yyFnAQrBtrRqJAsE4wuZ37nSemDVfyAaYx8yMykjzklICVes0BLVertfrl49WgWHIr7gJ4nXgZKaEMzUHxqz9UNImYBCqIMT3PjcFPiQZOBZsV+olhMaETMmI9SyWJmPHTxckzfGGVIQ6VtiUBL9TfEymJjJlGge2MCIzNqjcX//N6CYQ3fsplnACTdLkoTAQGhef/4yHXjIKYWkKo5vZWTMdEEwo2pYINwVt9eZ20rytereLeV0uNRhZHHp2hc1RGHqqjBrpDTdRCFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxbc042c4r+wPn8Adyqj6o=</latexit>

Pc(4457)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="HPdO9HF87OAnJPYx/ySI35JGDC8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcpureix4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy7VLr3r+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+CtFNMOEySYFJulgUpQKDwrP/cZ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQWbUsGG4C2/vEpa1Yp3VXHva6V6PYsjj07QKSojD12jOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8Ac1ej6A=</latexit>

Pc(4312)
+2019 (LHCb): 

see also ATLAS ‘19
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄

<latexit sha1_base64="hpb4X/7+9lwtssZCSl8GsovorYk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVJVYWhIEgrESCwKGItGH1KSR4zitVceJbAdURf0CFn6FhQGEWJnZ+BvcNgO0HOlKR+fca997/IRRqSzr21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2zZ3dpoxTgUkDxywWbR9JwignDUUVI+1EEBT5jLT8wcXYb90TIWnM79QwIW6EepyGFCOlJc8sO23q+d2KI2ivr5AQ8QO8OnISSaFzo58JELzuVjyzZFWtCeA8sXNSAjnqnvnlBDFOI8IVZkjKjm0lys2QUBQzMio6qSQJwgPUIx1NOYqIdLPJOSNY1koAw1jo4gpO1N8TGYqkHEa+7oyQ6stZbyz+53VSFZ67GeVJqgjH04/ClEEVw3E2MKCCYMWGmiAsqN4V4j4SCCudYFGHYM+ePE+ax1X7tGrdnpRqtTyOAtgHB+AQ2OAM1MAlqIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbV0w8pk98AfG5w+M/psh</latexit>

⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K�

<latexit sha1_base64="Kt1V5QGr2eS5d76wZUO3HaXskZQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBi8cKthbSUDabTbt0kw27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jco14x2mpNK9kBouRco7KFDyXqY5TULJH8Px7cx/fOLaCJU+4CTjQUKHqYgFo2glP48M64dUF2w6qDfcpjsHWSVeSRpQoj2of/UjxfKEp8gkNcb33AyDgmoUTPJprZ8bnlE2pkPuW5rShJugmJ88JWdWiUistK0UyVz9PVHQxJhJEtrOhOLILHsz8T/PzzG+CQqRZjnylC0WxbkkqMjsfxIJzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoU6rZELzll1dJ96LpXTXd+8tGq1XGUYUTOIVz8OAaWnAHbegAAwXP8ApvDjovzrvzsWitOOXMMfyB8/kDtF+RhQ==</latexit>

udscc̄

• Search for pentaquark with strangeness: 

<latexit sha1_base64="FjmIPSCTWvM1hJZoSM+BFs7i5Jg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdWdFjwYvHCvYDtmvJptk2NJssSVYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlpmitAmkVyqToQ15UzQpmGG006qKE4iTtvR6Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNOaZjggWAxI9hYKWj0SNX3fff88aJXrrg1dw60SrycVCBHo1f+6vYlyRIqDOFY68BzUxNOsDKMcDotdTNNU0xGeEADSwVOqA4n85On6MwqfRRLZUsYNFd/T0xwovU4iWxngs1QL3sz8T8vyEx8E06YSDNDBVksijOOjESz/1GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEolG4K3/PIqaV3WvKuae+9X6vU8jiKcwClUwYNrqMMdNKAJBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0HGPog==</latexit>

Pc(4440)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="w6fRbGGAfuEXb/hWYwGyP+uUoxo=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcqutNRjwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmk2WZFYoS3+GFw+KePXXePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG3Ddbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9P2kYlmrIWVULpbkAME1yyFnAQrBtrRqJAsE4wuZ37nSemDVfyAaYx8yMykjzklICVes0BLVertfrl49WgWHIr7gJ4nXgZKaEMzUHxqz9UNImYBCqIMT3PjcFPiQZOBZsV+olhMaETMmI9SyWJmPHTxckzfGGVIQ6VtiUBL9TfEymJjJlGge2MCIzNqjcX//N6CYQ3fsplnACTdLkoTAQGhef/4yHXjIKYWkKo5vZWTMdEEwo2pYINwVt9eZ20rytereLeV0uNRhZHHp2hc1RGHqqjBrpDTdRCFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxbc042c4r+wPn8Adyqj6o=</latexit>

Pc(4457)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="HPdO9HF87OAnJPYx/ySI35JGDC8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcpureix4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy7VLr3r+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+CtFNMOEySYFJulgUpQKDwrP/cZ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQWbUsGG4C2/vEpa1Yp3VXHva6V6PYsjj07QKSojD12jOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8Ac1ej6A=</latexit>

Pc(4312)
+2019 (LHCb): 

see also ATLAS ‘19
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄

<latexit sha1_base64="hpb4X/7+9lwtssZCSl8GsovorYk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVJVYWhIEgrESCwKGItGH1KSR4zitVceJbAdURf0CFn6FhQGEWJnZ+BvcNgO0HOlKR+fca997/IRRqSzr21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2zZ3dpoxTgUkDxywWbR9JwignDUUVI+1EEBT5jLT8wcXYb90TIWnM79QwIW6EepyGFCOlJc8sO23q+d2KI2ivr5AQ8QO8OnISSaFzo58JELzuVjyzZFWtCeA8sXNSAjnqnvnlBDFOI8IVZkjKjm0lys2QUBQzMio6qSQJwgPUIx1NOYqIdLPJOSNY1koAw1jo4gpO1N8TGYqkHEa+7oyQ6stZbyz+53VSFZ67GeVJqgjH04/ClEEVw3E2MKCCYMWGmiAsqN4V4j4SCCudYFGHYM+ePE+ax1X7tGrdnpRqtTyOAtgHB+AQ2OAM1MAlqIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbV0w8pk98AfG5w+M/psh</latexit>

⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K�

<latexit sha1_base64="Kt1V5QGr2eS5d76wZUO3HaXskZQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBi8cKthbSUDabTbt0kw27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jco14x2mpNK9kBouRco7KFDyXqY5TULJH8Px7cx/fOLaCJU+4CTjQUKHqYgFo2glP48M64dUF2w6qDfcpjsHWSVeSRpQoj2of/UjxfKEp8gkNcb33AyDgmoUTPJprZ8bnlE2pkPuW5rShJugmJ88JWdWiUistK0UyVz9PVHQxJhJEtrOhOLILHsz8T/PzzG+CQqRZjnylC0WxbkkqMjsfxIJzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoU6rZELzll1dJ96LpXTXd+8tGq1XGUYUTOIVz8OAaWnAHbegAAwXP8ApvDjovzrvzsWitOOXMMfyB8/kDtF+RhQ==</latexit>

udscc̄

• Search for pentaquark with strangeness: 

<latexit sha1_base64="FjmIPSCTWvM1hJZoSM+BFs7i5Jg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdWdFjwYvHCvYDtmvJptk2NJssSVYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlpmitAmkVyqToQ15UzQpmGG006qKE4iTtvR6Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNOaZjggWAxI9hYKWj0SNX3fff88aJXrrg1dw60SrycVCBHo1f+6vYlyRIqDOFY68BzUxNOsDKMcDotdTNNU0xGeEADSwVOqA4n85On6MwqfRRLZUsYNFd/T0xwovU4iWxngs1QL3sz8T8vyEx8E06YSDNDBVksijOOjESz/1GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEolG4K3/PIqaV3WvKuae+9X6vU8jiKcwClUwYNrqMMdNKAJBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0HGPog==</latexit>

Pc(4440)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="w6fRbGGAfuEXb/hWYwGyP+uUoxo=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcqutNRjwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmk2WZFYoS3+GFw+KePXXePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG3Ddbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9P2kYlmrIWVULpbkAME1yyFnAQrBtrRqJAsE4wuZ37nSemDVfyAaYx8yMykjzklICVes0BLVertfrl49WgWHIr7gJ4nXgZKaEMzUHxqz9UNImYBCqIMT3PjcFPiQZOBZsV+olhMaETMmI9SyWJmPHTxckzfGGVIQ6VtiUBL9TfEymJjJlGge2MCIzNqjcX//N6CYQ3fsplnACTdLkoTAQGhef/4yHXjIKYWkKo5vZWTMdEEwo2pYINwVt9eZ20rytereLeV0uNRhZHHp2hc1RGHqqjBrpDTdRCFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxbc042c4r+wPn8Adyqj6o=</latexit>

Pc(4457)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="HPdO9HF87OAnJPYx/ySI35JGDC8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcpureix4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy7VLr3r+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+CtFNMOEySYFJulgUpQKDwrP/cZ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQWbUsGG4C2/vEpa1Yp3VXHva6V6PYsjj07QKSojD12jOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8Ac1ej6A=</latexit>

Pc(4312)
+2019 (LHCb): 

see also ATLAS ‘19

The contribution of the NR S-wave component to the m⇤K� spectrum is described with a
function that is inversely proportional to m2

⇤K� [35]. Alternative descriptions of the NR
component are considered to estimate systematic uncertainties on the model. The ⇤K�

and J/ ⇤ mass spectra are shown in Fig. 3 with the projections of amplitude fit overlaid.
After the determination of the amplitude model with ⇤K�-only contributions, a

P 0
cs state is added to the amplitude model, with spin hypotheses ranging from 1/2

to 5/2 and parity hypotheses of both �1 and +1. Only the smallest allowed L is
considered due to the suppression of higher values of L. A J/ ⇤ mass resolution of
2.6MeV obtained from simulation is taken into account by smearing the P 0

cs Breit-Wigner
amplitude accordingly. The fits show a significant improvement when adding the P 0

cs

state. The largest improvement on �2 lnL when adding a single P 0
cs contribution is

found to be �2 lnL = 43, for an addition of 6 parameters. This fit, which includes the
⇤K� resonances in Table 1, a NR ⇤K� component and a single P 0

cs state each with
their favoured JP assignment is referred to below as the default fit. The improvement in
�2 lnL corresponds to a statistical significance of 4.3 standard deviations (�). This is
estimated using pseudoexperiments where the look-elsewhere e↵ect is taken into account.
The di↵erence of the �2 lnL obtained using fit models with and without the contribution
of the P 0

cs state is used as the test statistic to evaluate the p-value of the null hypothesis,
where several alternative ⌅⇤� models are used to describe the contributions from the
⇤K� resonances. The p-value is estimated by fitting the distribution of the test statistic
from 10 000 pseudoexperiments for the model based on the results from the fit to data
fit, generated with the null hypothesis. To take into account the look-elsewhere e↵ect
for each pseudoexperiment, the global maximum of 2 lnL is obtained by scanning the
values of the mass and width of P 0

cs state in the kinematically allowed region, instead of
limiting their values to be consistent with that of the data fit. When including systematic
uncertainties discussed below, the p-value is determined to be 0.2% by counting the
fraction of pseudoexperiments with the �2 lnL value exceeding the smallest �2 lnL value
from data. This p-value corresponds to the signal significance of 3.1� with a two-sided
Gaussian test for the P 0

cs state, providing the first evidence for a charmonium pentaquark
candidate with strangeness.

As shown in Fig. 3, the projections of the full amplitude fit onto the ⇤K� and J/ ⇤
invariant mass spectra match the data distributions well. A test of the fit quality is
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Figure 3: The (left) m⇤K� and (right) mJ/ ⇤ distributions of selected candidates compared to
the result of the fit with the P 0

cs state.

5

<latexit sha1_base64="5Mz84PUYtxyMaNV/KIAwwpWGh+o=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVzURRZcFNyIuKtgHNKFMJpN26GQSZiZCDf0SNy4UceunuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593DvnCDlTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s5u1d7bb6skk4S2SMIT2Q2wopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxwGknGF1P/c4jlYol4kGPU+rHeCBYxAjWRurb1dtTL1UMeXcmE2LUt2tO3ZkBLRO3IDUo0OzbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr9HEvNCKeTipcpmmIywgPaM1TgmCo/nx0+QcdGCVGUSPOERjP1dyLHsVLjODCTMdZDtehNxf+8XqajKz9nIs00FWS+KMo40gmatoBCJinRfGwIJpKZWxEZYomJNl1VTAnu4peXSfus7l7UnfvzWqNR1FGGQziCE3DhEhpwA01oAYEMnuEV3qwn68V6tz7moyWryBzAH1ifP2J0kkE=</latexit>

J/ ⇤ LHCb, arXiv:2012.10380
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄

<latexit sha1_base64="hpb4X/7+9lwtssZCSl8GsovorYk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVJVYWhIEgrESCwKGItGH1KSR4zitVceJbAdURf0CFn6FhQGEWJnZ+BvcNgO0HOlKR+fca997/IRRqSzr21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2zZ3dpoxTgUkDxywWbR9JwignDUUVI+1EEBT5jLT8wcXYb90TIWnM79QwIW6EepyGFCOlJc8sO23q+d2KI2ivr5AQ8QO8OnISSaFzo58JELzuVjyzZFWtCeA8sXNSAjnqnvnlBDFOI8IVZkjKjm0lys2QUBQzMio6qSQJwgPUIx1NOYqIdLPJOSNY1koAw1jo4gpO1N8TGYqkHEa+7oyQ6stZbyz+53VSFZ67GeVJqgjH04/ClEEVw3E2MKCCYMWGmiAsqN4V4j4SCCudYFGHYM+ePE+ax1X7tGrdnpRqtTyOAtgHB+AQ2OAM1MAlqIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbV0w8pk98AfG5w+M/psh</latexit>

⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K�

<latexit sha1_base64="Kt1V5QGr2eS5d76wZUO3HaXskZQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBi8cKthbSUDabTbt0kw27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jco14x2mpNK9kBouRco7KFDyXqY5TULJH8Px7cx/fOLaCJU+4CTjQUKHqYgFo2glP48M64dUF2w6qDfcpjsHWSVeSRpQoj2of/UjxfKEp8gkNcb33AyDgmoUTPJprZ8bnlE2pkPuW5rShJugmJ88JWdWiUistK0UyVz9PVHQxJhJEtrOhOLILHsz8T/PzzG+CQqRZjnylC0WxbkkqMjsfxIJzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoU6rZELzll1dJ96LpXTXd+8tGq1XGUYUTOIVz8OAaWnAHbegAAwXP8ApvDjovzrvzsWitOOXMMfyB8/kDtF+RhQ==</latexit>

udscc̄

• Search for pentaquark with strangeness: 

<latexit sha1_base64="FjmIPSCTWvM1hJZoSM+BFs7i5Jg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdWdFjwYvHCvYDtmvJptk2NJssSVYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlpmitAmkVyqToQ15UzQpmGG006qKE4iTtvR6Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNOaZjggWAxI9hYKWj0SNX3fff88aJXrrg1dw60SrycVCBHo1f+6vYlyRIqDOFY68BzUxNOsDKMcDotdTNNU0xGeEADSwVOqA4n85On6MwqfRRLZUsYNFd/T0xwovU4iWxngs1QL3sz8T8vyEx8E06YSDNDBVksijOOjESz/1GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEolG4K3/PIqaV3WvKuae+9X6vU8jiKcwClUwYNrqMMdNKAJBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0HGPog==</latexit>

Pc(4440)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="w6fRbGGAfuEXb/hWYwGyP+uUoxo=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcqutNRjwYvHCvYD2rVk02wbmk2WZFYoS3+GFw+KePXXePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG3Ddbye3sbm1vZPfLeztHxweFY9P2kYlmrIWVULpbkAME1yyFnAQrBtrRqJAsE4wuZ37nSemDVfyAaYx8yMykjzklICVes0BLVertfrl49WgWHIr7gJ4nXgZKaEMzUHxqz9UNImYBCqIMT3PjcFPiQZOBZsV+olhMaETMmI9SyWJmPHTxckzfGGVIQ6VtiUBL9TfEymJjJlGge2MCIzNqjcX//N6CYQ3fsplnACTdLkoTAQGhef/4yHXjIKYWkKo5vZWTMdEEwo2pYINwVt9eZ20rytereLeV0uNRhZHHp2hc1RGHqqjBrpDTdRCFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxbc042c4r+wPn8Adyqj6o=</latexit>

Pc(4457)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="HPdO9HF87OAnJPYx/ySI35JGDC8=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcpureix4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy7VLr3r+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+CtFNMOEySYFJulgUpQKDwrP/cZ9rRkGMLSFUc3srpkOiCQWbUsGG4C2/vEpa1Yp3VXHva6V6PYsjj07QKSojD12jOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8Ac1ej6A=</latexit>

Pc(4312)
+2019 (LHCb): 

see also ATLAS ‘19

The contribution of the NR S-wave component to the m⇤K� spectrum is described with a
function that is inversely proportional to m2

⇤K� [35]. Alternative descriptions of the NR
component are considered to estimate systematic uncertainties on the model. The ⇤K�

and J/ ⇤ mass spectra are shown in Fig. 3 with the projections of amplitude fit overlaid.
After the determination of the amplitude model with ⇤K�-only contributions, a

P 0
cs state is added to the amplitude model, with spin hypotheses ranging from 1/2

to 5/2 and parity hypotheses of both �1 and +1. Only the smallest allowed L is
considered due to the suppression of higher values of L. A J/ ⇤ mass resolution of
2.6MeV obtained from simulation is taken into account by smearing the P 0

cs Breit-Wigner
amplitude accordingly. The fits show a significant improvement when adding the P 0

cs

state. The largest improvement on �2 lnL when adding a single P 0
cs contribution is

found to be �2 lnL = 43, for an addition of 6 parameters. This fit, which includes the
⇤K� resonances in Table 1, a NR ⇤K� component and a single P 0

cs state each with
their favoured JP assignment is referred to below as the default fit. The improvement in
�2 lnL corresponds to a statistical significance of 4.3 standard deviations (�). This is
estimated using pseudoexperiments where the look-elsewhere e↵ect is taken into account.
The di↵erence of the �2 lnL obtained using fit models with and without the contribution
of the P 0

cs state is used as the test statistic to evaluate the p-value of the null hypothesis,
where several alternative ⌅⇤� models are used to describe the contributions from the
⇤K� resonances. The p-value is estimated by fitting the distribution of the test statistic
from 10 000 pseudoexperiments for the model based on the results from the fit to data
fit, generated with the null hypothesis. To take into account the look-elsewhere e↵ect
for each pseudoexperiment, the global maximum of 2 lnL is obtained by scanning the
values of the mass and width of P 0

cs state in the kinematically allowed region, instead of
limiting their values to be consistent with that of the data fit. When including systematic
uncertainties discussed below, the p-value is determined to be 0.2% by counting the
fraction of pseudoexperiments with the �2 lnL value exceeding the smallest �2 lnL value
from data. This p-value corresponds to the signal significance of 3.1� with a two-sided
Gaussian test for the P 0

cs state, providing the first evidence for a charmonium pentaquark
candidate with strangeness.

As shown in Fig. 3, the projections of the full amplitude fit onto the ⇤K� and J/ ⇤
invariant mass spectra match the data distributions well. A test of the fit quality is
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Figure 3: The (left) m⇤K� and (right) mJ/ ⇤ distributions of selected candidates compared to
the result of the fit with the P 0

cs state.
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<latexit sha1_base64="5Mz84PUYtxyMaNV/KIAwwpWGh+o=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofjbp0M1gEVzURRZcFNyIuKtgHNKFMJpN26GQSZiZCDf0SNy4UceunuPNvnLZZaOuBgcM593DvnCDlTGnH+bZKK6tr6xvlzcrW9s5u1d7bb6skk4S2SMIT2Q2wopwJ2tJMc9pNJcVxwGknGF1P/c4jlYol4kGPU+rHeCBYxAjWRurb1dtTL1UMeXcmE2LUt2tO3ZkBLRO3IDUo0OzbX16YkCymQhOOleq5Tqr9HEvNCKeTipcpmmIywgPaM1TgmCo/nx0+QcdGCVGUSPOERjP1dyLHsVLjODCTMdZDtehNxf+8XqajKz9nIs00FWS+KMo40gmatoBCJinRfGwIJpKZWxEZYomJNl1VTAnu4peXSfus7l7UnfvzWqNR1FGGQziCE3DhEhpwA01oAYEMnuEV3qwn68V6tz7moyWryBzAH1ifP2J0kkE=</latexit>

J/ ⇤ LHCb, arXiv:2012.10380

significance: 3.1 𝜎

<latexit sha1_base64="VayHIsBvBdmVmEg36XY30q/yBAs=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahXkoiKeqt6MVjBfsBbVo22027dLMJuxulhP4PLx4U8ep/8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzz485U9q2v63c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8aqookYQ2SMQj2faxopwJ2tBMc9qOJcWhz2nLH9/O/NYjlYpF4kFPYuqFeChYwAjWRurV+ylR07LrVq/Pe3a/WLIr9hxolTgZKUGGer/41R1EJAmp0IRjpTqOHWsvxVIzwum00E0UjTEZ4yHtGCpwSJWXzq+eojOjDFAQSVNCo7n6eyLFoVKT0DedIdYjtezNxP+8TqKDKy9lIk40FWSxKEg40hGaRYAGTFKi+cQQTCQztyIywhITbYIqmBCc5ZdXSfOi4lQr9r1bqt1kceThBE6hDA5cQg3uoA4NICDhGV7hzXqyXqx362PRmrOymWP4A+vzB408kTw=</latexit>

Pcs(4459)
0
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Pentaquarks
• First observation for pentaquark states:

<latexit sha1_base64="iBAeDIxrKXn/c+cCEM1t9I1FSPA=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQ31hlRdFlwI+qign1AZ1oymbQNzSQhyShl6Ae48VfcuFDErR/gzr8xbWehrQcCh3PO5eaeUDKqjet+O3PzC4tLy7mV/Ora+sZmYWu7pkWiMKliwYRqhEgTRjmpGmoYaUhFUBwyUg/7FyO/fk+UpoLfmYEkQYy6nHYoRsZK7ULRv7HhCLXDlusr2u0ZpJR4gFdHvtQUSnjdOrQpt+SOAWeJl5EiyFBpF778SOAkJtxghrRueq40QYqUoZiRYd5PNJEI91GXNC3lKCY6SMfHDOG+VSLYEco+buBY/T2RoljrQRzaZIxMT097I/E/r5mYznmQUi4TQzieLOokDBoBR83AiCqCDRtYgrCi9q8Q95BC2Nj+8rYEb/rkWVI7LnmnJff2pFguZ3XkwC7YAwfAA2egDC5BBVQBBo/gGbyCN+fJeXHenY9JdM7JZnbAHzifPyihmmM=</latexit>

⇤0
b ! J/ pK� <latexit sha1_base64="JhsVieEOSGGYHR1vQmuSeWfUg+E=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BItQEcquVuyx4MVjBfsB27Vk02wbmk2WZFYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLaNSTVmTKqF0JySGCS5ZEzgI1kk0I3EoWDsc3c789hPThiv5AOOEBTEZSB5xSsBKfqNHy9Wrmnv+eNErltyKOwdeJV5GSihDo1f86vYVTWMmgQpijO+5CQQTooFTwaaFbmpYQuiIDJhvqSQxM8FkfvIUn1mljyOlbUnAc/X3xITExozj0HbGBIZm2ZuJ/3l+ClEtmHCZpMAkXSyKUoFB4dn/uM81oyDGlhCqub0V0yHRhIJNqWBD8JZfXiWty4p3XXHvq6V6PYsjj07QKSojD92gOrpDDdREFCn0jF7RmwPOi/PufCxac042c4z+wPn8AdUIj6U=</latexit>

Pc(4380)
+

<latexit sha1_base64="TGggNa4Szv0DBUD5jXsLf+zEmEg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJUhLIrLXosePFYwX7Adi3ZNNuGZpMlyQpl6c/w4kERr/4ab/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwoQzbVz321lb39jc2i7sFHf39g8OS0fHbS1TRWiLSC5VN8SaciZoyzDDaTdRFMchp51wfDvzO09UaSbFg5kkNIjxULCIEWys5Df7pFKr1d2Lx8t+qexW3TnQKvFyUoYczX7pqzeQJI2pMIRjrX3PTUyQYWUY4XRa7KWaJpiM8ZD6lgocUx1k85On6NwqAxRJZUsYNFd/T2Q41noSh7Yzxmakl72Z+J/npya6CTImktRQQRaLopQjI9HsfzRgihLDJ5Zgopi9FZERVpgYm1LRhuAtv7xK2ldVr15172vlRiOPowCncAYV8OAaGnAHTWgBAQnP8ApvjnFenHfnY9G65uQzJ/AHzucP0fmPow==</latexit>

Pc(4450)
+2015 (LHCb): 

<latexit sha1_base64="fwUWpIjSuJNH5pDRTur99094x4M=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKoseCF48VbC1sl5LNZtvQbLIkE6Es/RlePCji1V/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZenAtuwPe/vcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqGmU1ZR2qhNK9mBgmuGQd4CBYL9eMZLFgj/H4duY/PjFtuJIPMMlZlJGh5CmnBJwUWpvQfkx0QaeDesNv+nPgVRKUpIFKtAf1r36iqM2YBCqIMWHg5xAVRAOngk1rfWtYTuiYDFnoqCQZM1ExP3mKz5yS4FRpVxLwXP09UZDMmEkWu86MwMgsezPxPy+0kN5EBZe5BSbpYlFqBQaFZ//jhGtGQUwcIVRzdyumI6IJBZdSzYUQLL+8SroXzeCq6d9fNlqtMo4qOkGn6BwF6Bq10B1qow6iSKFn9IrePPBevHfvY9Fa8cqZY/QH3ucPt4iRhw==</latexit>

uudcc̄

<latexit sha1_base64="hpb4X/7+9lwtssZCSl8GsovorYk=">AAACDnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLJYVJVYWhIEgrESCwKGItGH1KSR4zitVceJbAdURf0CFn6FhQGEWJnZ+BvcNgO0HOlKR+fca997/IRRqSzr21hYXFpeWS2sFdc3Nre2zZ3dpoxTgUkDxywWbR9JwignDUUVI+1EEBT5jLT8wcXYb90TIWnM79QwIW6EepyGFCOlJc8sO23q+d2KI2ivr5AQ8QO8OnISSaFzo58JELzuVjyzZFWtCeA8sXNSAjnqnvnlBDFOI8IVZkjKjm0lys2QUBQzMio6qSQJwgPUIx1NOYqIdLPJOSNY1koAw1jo4gpO1N8TGYqkHEa+7oyQ6stZbyz+53VSFZ67GeVJqgjH04/ClEEVw3E2MKCCYMWGmiAsqN4V4j4SCCudYFGHYM+ePE+ax1X7tGrdnpRqtTyOAtgHB+AQ2OAM1MAlqIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbV0w8pk98AfG5w+M/psh</latexit>

⌅�
b ! J/ ⇤K�

<latexit sha1_base64="Kt1V5QGr2eS5d76wZUO3HaXskZQ=">AAAB8nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBi8cKthbSUDabTbt0kw27E6GE/gwvHhTx6q/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzKQw6LrfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z+oHx51jco14x2mpNK9kBouRco7KFDyXqY5TULJH8Px7cx/fOLaCJU+4CTjQUKHqYgFo2glP48M64dUF2w6qDfcpjsHWSVeSRpQoj2of/UjxfKEp8gkNcb33AyDgmoUTPJprZ8bnlE2pkPuW5rShJugmJ88JWdWiUistK0UyVz9PVHQxJhJEtrOhOLILHsz8T/PzzG+CQqRZjnylC0WxbkkqMjsfxIJzRnKiSWUaWFvJWxENWVoU6rZELzll1dJ96LpXTXd+8tGq1XGUYUTOIVz8OAaWnAHbegAAwXP8ApvDjovzrvzsWitOOXMMfyB8/kDtF+RhQ==</latexit>

udscc̄

• Search for pentaquark with strangeness: 

<latexit sha1_base64="FjmIPSCTWvM1hJZoSM+BFs7i5Jg=">AAAB8nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahIpRdWdFjwYvHCvYDtmvJptk2NJssSVYopT/DiwdFvPprvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMi1LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWlpmitAmkVyqToQ15UzQpmGG006qKE4iTtvR6Hbmt5+o0kyKBzNOaZjggWAxI9hYKWj0SNX3fff88aJXrrg1dw60SrycVCBHo1f+6vYlyRIqDOFY68BzUxNOsDKMcDotdTNNU0xGeEADSwVOqA4n85On6MwqfRRLZUsYNFd/T0xwovU4iWxngs1QL3sz8T8vyEx8E06YSDNDBVksijOOjESz/1GfKUoMH1uCiWL2VkSGWGFibEolG4K3/PIqaV3WvKuae+9X6vU8jiKcwClUwYNrqMMdNKAJBCQ8wyu8OcZ5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8f0HGPog==</latexit>
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Pc(4312)
+2019 (LHCb): 

see also ATLAS ‘19

The contribution of the NR S-wave component to the m⇤K� spectrum is described with a
function that is inversely proportional to m2

⇤K� [35]. Alternative descriptions of the NR
component are considered to estimate systematic uncertainties on the model. The ⇤K�

and J/ ⇤ mass spectra are shown in Fig. 3 with the projections of amplitude fit overlaid.
After the determination of the amplitude model with ⇤K�-only contributions, a

P 0
cs state is added to the amplitude model, with spin hypotheses ranging from 1/2

to 5/2 and parity hypotheses of both �1 and +1. Only the smallest allowed L is
considered due to the suppression of higher values of L. A J/ ⇤ mass resolution of
2.6MeV obtained from simulation is taken into account by smearing the P 0

cs Breit-Wigner
amplitude accordingly. The fits show a significant improvement when adding the P 0

cs

state. The largest improvement on �2 lnL when adding a single P 0
cs contribution is

found to be �2 lnL = 43, for an addition of 6 parameters. This fit, which includes the
⇤K� resonances in Table 1, a NR ⇤K� component and a single P 0

cs state each with
their favoured JP assignment is referred to below as the default fit. The improvement in
�2 lnL corresponds to a statistical significance of 4.3 standard deviations (�). This is
estimated using pseudoexperiments where the look-elsewhere e↵ect is taken into account.
The di↵erence of the �2 lnL obtained using fit models with and without the contribution
of the P 0

cs state is used as the test statistic to evaluate the p-value of the null hypothesis,
where several alternative ⌅⇤� models are used to describe the contributions from the
⇤K� resonances. The p-value is estimated by fitting the distribution of the test statistic
from 10 000 pseudoexperiments for the model based on the results from the fit to data
fit, generated with the null hypothesis. To take into account the look-elsewhere e↵ect
for each pseudoexperiment, the global maximum of 2 lnL is obtained by scanning the
values of the mass and width of P 0

cs state in the kinematically allowed region, instead of
limiting their values to be consistent with that of the data fit. When including systematic
uncertainties discussed below, the p-value is determined to be 0.2% by counting the
fraction of pseudoexperiments with the �2 lnL value exceeding the smallest �2 lnL value
from data. This p-value corresponds to the signal significance of 3.1� with a two-sided
Gaussian test for the P 0

cs state, providing the first evidence for a charmonium pentaquark
candidate with strangeness.

As shown in Fig. 3, the projections of the full amplitude fit onto the ⇤K� and J/ ⇤
invariant mass spectra match the data distributions well. A test of the fit quality is
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cs resonance mass. The red dashed lines show the result of the fit in
⌅⇤-only hypothesis and the blue solid lines show the fit accounting for both ⌅⇤ and P 0

cs states.

performed by comparing the default fit of the Dalitz plot with the data distribution. The
data is divided into 64 bins containing approximately the same number of decays. The
�2 is calculated to be 77 for these bins, indicating a reasonably good description of the
data. The P 0

cs state is determined to have a mass of 4458.8± 2.9 (stat)MeV and a width
of 17.3± 6.5 (stat)MeV, and hereafter is denoted as Pcs(4459)0. Figure 4 highlights the
Pcs(4459)0 contribution by comparing the fits to the mJ/ ⇤ and cos ✓Pcs distributions with
and without the Pcs(4459)0 state included, where ✓Pcs is the helicity angle of the J/ ⇤
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to describe the nonresonant ⇤K� component, including an exponential function or a
function inversely proportional to m2

⇤K� +m2
NR, where mNR is a free parameter in the fit;

considering the e↵ects of ⌅�
b polarisation, which are found to be consistent with zero in

the analysis and neglected in the default fit; using an extended ⌅⇤� model, which includes
two more ⌅⇤� states, in which the mass and width constraints on the ⌅⇤� states are
removed, and all allowed couplings for all ⌅⇤� states are used. The largest value among all
model variations is taken as systematic uncertainty for this source. The other systematic
sources are estimated by: including the ⇤ ! p⇡� decay angles instead of taking the
⇤ baryon as a stable final-state particle; determining the sWeights by either splitting
⌅⇤� helicity angles into bins or removing partially reconstructed physical background
from the ⌅�

b ! J/ ⌃0(! ⇤�)K� decays in the low J/ ⇤K� mass sideband; and varying
the e�ciency due to imperfect simulation. The significance for the Pcs(4459)0 state is
conservatively taken as the smallest significance found when combining di↵erent sources
of systematic uncertainty together, and is equal to 3.1�. It corresponds to varying the
hadron-size parameter in the extended ⌅⇤� model with full couplings for the considered
Pcs(4459)0 state.

The negative systematic uncertainty for the Pcs(4459)0 fit fraction, �1.3%, is obtained
from an alternative value of JP used for the Pcs(4459)0 state. In such a fit, the significance
of the Pcs(4459)0 state is 4.1�, even though the fit fraction is 1.4%. This is because
the significance has contributions from two sources, the fit fraction and the interference
fraction involving the Pcs(4459)0 state. The interference fraction is about +1.3% in this
alternative JP fit, while it is almost 0 in the default fit. The systematic uncertainty of the
⌅(1950)� fit fraction is +49.9%, most of which originates from an alternative fit where its
mass and width are floated in the extended model, rather than constrained to the known
values [12], while the second largest one, from other sources considered in the estimation
of systematic uncertainty, is +5.9%. Considering this large value, the fit fractions for all
components involved in the extended model and their interference fractions are checked. A
large interference fraction of �60.3% between ⌅(1950)� and NR is found in the extended
model, and a large width of ⌅(1950)� of about 350MeV is found. This could indicate the
NR description in the default model is not perfect. Therefore several other NR models
discussed before, or the NR contribution replaced by a broad Breit-Wigner function are
tested; all of these variations don’t change the conclusion on the Pcs(4459)0 result.
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1 peak? 2 peaks?

significance: 3.1 𝜎
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To search for peaking structures in the !0
bK

! mass
spectrum, a requirement that jM!!"

c !!#!m!0
b
j<40MeV

is imposed, which reduces the number of !0
b signal decays

to about 18 000. Each !0
b candidate is combined with a K!

candidate that is consistent with originating from a PV in
the event. The !0

b and K! trajectories are fitted to a
common vertex, and that vertex is kinematically con-
strained to coincide with the PV associated with the !0

b
candidate [69]. The additional PV constraint improves
the resolution on the mass difference "M !M!!0

bK
!# !

M!!0
b# by about a factor of 2.

Random combinations of !0
b baryons with a K! candi-

date are the largest source of background in the !0
bK

! mass
spectrum. To improve the expected signal-to-background
ratio, a figure of merit, #=!

!!!!
B

p
" 5=2# [70], is used to

optimize the requirements on the PID information of the
K! candidates. Here, # is the efficiency as determined from
simulation, and B is the number of wrong-sign !0

bK
"

combinations in the region 520 < "M < 570 MeV passing

the PID requirement, scaled to a 10 MeV mass window.
The 10MeVwidth is chosen based on the search for narrow
peaks, since the low signal yields expected would make
wide peaks difficult to separate from the combinatorial
background. The optimal requirement on the K! PID
provides an efficiency of about 85% and suppresses the
background by a factor of about 2.5.
The decay of a resonance to !0

bK
! will produce peaks in

the "M spectrum. The experimental "M resolution is
obtained from simulated samples generated at several
masses, mres. The resolution function is described by the
sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean. In
addition, the width of the narrower Gaussian component,
$core, is fixed to be 45% of that of the wider component, and
its contribution is required to constitute 80% of the total
shape. A smooth, monotonically increasing function,
denoted as $!mres#, is then used to parameterize $core as
a function of mres. In the "M interval of interest, $!mres# is
in the range of 0.7–0.8 MeV.
The "M distributions for right-sign (RS) and wrong-sign

(WS) candidates are shown in Fig. 2, along with fits to the
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FIG. 2. Distribution of the mass difference for (top) right-sign !0
bK

! candidates, and (bottom) wrong-sign !0
bK

" candidates, as
described in the text.
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Excited states of conventional baryons
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First observation of excited Ωb states-

the spectra using !!
b ! !0

c!! candidates and the bottom
row shows the spectra using !!

b ! !0
c!!!!!! candidates.

A clear signal is observed at the same invariant mass in both

right-sign final states, while there are no significant
structures in the wrong-sign spectra.
The!b"6227#0mass andnaturalwidth areobtained froma

simultaneous unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the four
"M! spectra. The signal shape is described by a P-wave
relativistic Breit–Wigner function [57] with a Blatt–
Weisskopf barrier factor [58] of 3 GeV!1, convolved with
a resolution function. Themass resolution is parametrized as
the sum of two Gaussian functions with a common mean of
zero and widths that are fixed to the values obtained from
simulation. The weighted average mass resolution is about
2.0MeV,which is negligible compared to the apparentwidth
of the observed peak. The background shape is described by
a smooth threshold function with shape parameters that are
common between the right-sign andwrong-sign spectra, but
independent for the !0

c!! and !0
c!!!!!! final states. The

threshold function takes the form
!
1! tanh

!
"M! ! "M0

C

""
! ""M! ! "M0#A: "3#

TABLE I. Signal yields of !!
b and !b"6227#0 decays for the full

data set after all selection requirements, and the corresponding
Run 2 signal yields used for the measurement of R"!!

b!
!# at

13 TeV.

All data
###
s

p
$13TeV

!!
b ! !0

c!! !0
c!!!!!! !0

c!!

N"!!
b # 10800%400 5100%300 8300%300

N"!b"6227#0!!!
b!

!# 176!33
!30 86!19

!17 150%27

TABLE II. Signal yields of "0
b and !b"6227#! decays for the

full data set after all selection requirements.

"0
b ! "!

c !! "!
c !!!!!!

N""0
b# [103] 1214% 2 697% 1

N"!b"6227#! ! "0
bK

!# 1100% 108 1024% 106
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FIG. 3. Distribution of reconstructed "M! $ M"!!
b!

!# !M"!!
b # in !b"6227#0 ! !!

b!
! candidate decays, with (top) !!

b ! !0
c!!

decays, and (bottom) !!
b ! !0

c!!!!!! decays. The left column shows the right-sign candidates and the right column shows the wrong-
sign candidates. The fit projections are overlaid.
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Observation of new excited      state
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sequence is not reconstructed. Following the technique developed in Ref. [40], the selected
X�

b candidate and all tracks forming the PV are refit to a common vertex, further improving
the X�

b p+p� invariant mass resolution of the fully reconstructed channels from 1.39 ± 0.11 to
0.94 ± 0.06 MeV (statistical uncertainties only), as obtained from simulation studies.

Theoretical studies [12, 13, 21] and analogous decays of excited charm baryons [20, 41] suggest
that the decay X⇤⇤�

b ! X�
b p+p� should proceed predominantly through X⇤⇤�

b ! X⇤0
b p�, fol-

lowed by X⇤0
b ! X�

b p+. Therefore, an additional requirement is applied to enhance this contri-
bution. As the X⇤0

b state has a mass of 5952.3± 0.6 MeV, the mass difference M(X⇤0
b )� M(X�

b )�
m

PDG
p+ will peak at 15.73 MeV [20]. To avoid complications in understanding the X�

b p+p�

threshold, we do not apply a minimum cut on this mass difference but simply require it to
be less than 20.73 MeV, with the 5 MeV addition found to be optimal when considering the X⇤0

b
natural width and our detector resolution.

The invariant mass distribution of the selected X�
b p+p� candidates is shown in Fig. 2, using

the mass difference variable DM. The left plot combines the data from the X�
b ! J/yX� and

X�
b ! J/yLK� channels, which have identical mass resolutions, according to simulation stud-

ies (the X�
b is fully reconstructed in both channels). The right plot shows the events that use the

partially reconstructed X�
b ! J/yS0K� channel, with a 30% larger mass resolution. Given the

definition of the DM variable, the mean mass of the signal peaks should not depend on the X�
b

reconstruction channel.
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Figure 2: Distributions of the invariant mass difference DM for the selected X�
b p+p� candi-

dates, with the X�
b reconstructed in the J/yX� and J/yLK� channels (left) or partially recon-

structed in the J/yS0K� channel (right). The result of the simultaneous fit is also shown.

A narrow peak is seen near the threshold of the X�
b p+p� system in both plots of Fig. 2. The

excess is also visible in each of the two independent decay channels, J/yX� and J/yLK�. We
have also studied the OS and SS distributions in a wider range of DM (up to 280 MeV) and
found no other significant peaks. A simultaneous unbinned extended maximum-likelihood fit
is performed on the two data samples shown in Fig. 2, the result being represented by the red
curves. The signal component is described with a relativistic Breit–Wigner (RBW) function [42,
43] for the Xb(6100)� ! X⇤0

b p� decay, convolved with a double-Gaussian resolution function.
The mass and natural width of the signal function are the two parameters of interest in the
fit. The normalization and background parameters are different for the fully and partially
reconstructed channels, as are the resolution parameters, which are fixed from the simulation
studies. The background component is modeled with the threshold function (DM)a, where a
is a free parameter.
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Summary

• The study of heavy quarks and flavours covers a wide spectrum.


•Meson production better under control than baryon production.

Influence of medium on hadron production?


• Inclusive quarkonium production: complementary tool to open-flavour production to study 
nucleon/nucleus. Yet, no consensus on production mechanism.


• Exclusive quarkonium production in ultra-peripheral collisions: 

- complementary probe to ep studies, with additional complication, but higher energy.

- can help to understand quarkonium production.


•Spectroscopy: wide spectrum of (new) states, without understanding of their nature.



Back up
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Inclusive J/ѱ production at PHENIX
PHENIX: pp at                        ;  
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2"n
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where A, B, and n are free parameters and their values
from the fit are 54.6% 0.5, 10.4% 0.4, and 0.45% 0.06,
respectively, and hpTi and hp2

Ti are the first and second
moments of Eq. (3) in a given pT range. This fit results in
a hpTi # 1.90% 0.02% 0.30 GeV=c and hp2

Ti # 5.00%
0.06% 0.51 !GeV=c"2. The first error is statistical, and the
second is the systematic uncertainty from the maximum
shape deviation permitted by the type-B correlated errors.
Figure 8 shows hpTi as a function of

!!!
s

p
from this

measurement compared with results from 200 GeV
PHENIX data at the same rapidity range [2] and results
from ALICE at different

!!!
s

p
values and in the rapidity

range, 2.5 < y < 4.0 [39]. This result follows the increas-
ing pattern observed between PHENIX results at 200 GeV
and ALICE results at 2.76–13 TeV.
Figure 9 shows hp2

Ti as a function of
!!!
s

p
from this

measurement compared with several other measurements
[1,2,6,39–42]. Similar to hpTi, hp2

Ti from this measurement
follows the increasing pattern versus

!!!
s

p
established by

several sets of data over a wide range of energies. Below!!!
s

p
of 2 TeV, the trend is qualitatively consistent with a

linear fit of hp2
Ti versus the log of the center-of-mass energy

from Ref. [2]. However, above
!!!
s

p
of 2 TeV, the ALICE

data indicate hp2
Ti grows at an increased rate which is

interpreted by authors of Ref. [6] as due to the fact that
ALICE data sets have different pT ranges. The bottom
cross section also increases with increasing

!!!
s

p
, changing

the relative prompt and B-meson decay contributions to the
inclusive J=! samples discussed here [27,43]. This may
also contribute to the observed differences in the mea-
sured hp2

Ti.
The d"J=!pp =dy measurement at

!!!
s

p
# 510 GeV offers an

opportunity to test the center-of-mass energy dependence
of the pT-integrated cross section. Moreover, it bridges the
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gap between RHIC data at 200 GeV and ALICE data
starting at 2.76 TeV [3–6]. However, ALICE data are
collected at mid !jyj < 0.9" and forward !2.5 < y < 4.0"
rapidities and to have a proper comparison we interpolate
the ALICE data to the PHENIX forward rapidity range,
1.2 < y < 2.2. This is done by fitting the PYTHIA generated
d!=dy distribution at each energy to the data at the same
energy with only the normalization as a free parameter. An
example is shown in Fig. 10. We used several PYTHIA [45]
tunes including PHENIX default, tune-A, modified tune-A,
and ATLAS-CSC [46]. After fitting each of these PYTHIA

tunes to the data, we extracted d!=dy at 1.2 < y < 2.2,
from these fits. The rms value of the extracted d!=dy from

the different fits is used in the comparison to RHIC data.
The error on the rms value is the rms of the errors
associated with the fit results.
Figure 11 shows the results from this measurement,

200 GeV PHENIX data (closed [blue] squares), ALICE
data (open [green] circles), and interpolated ALICE data
(closed [red] circles) at several energies. Figure 11 shows
that the data are well described by a power law,
d!J="pp =dy ! !

!!!
s

p
"b, where the exponent is b # 0.72$ 0.03.

V. SUMMARY

We studied inclusive J=" production in p% p collisions
at

!!!
s

p
# 510 GeV for 1.2 < jyj < 2.2 and 0 < pT < 10

GeV=c through the dimuon decay channel. We measured
inclusive J=" differential cross sections as a function of pT
as well as a function of rapidity. The pT-integrated differ-
ential cross section multiplied by J=" branching ratio to
dimuons is BR d!J="pp =dy !1.2 < jyj < 2.2; 0 < pT <
10 GeV=c" # 54.3$ 0.5!stat" $ 5.5!syst" nb. With these
data measured over a wide pT range, we calculated hpTi,
hp2

Ti, and d!=dy. The results were compared to similar
quantities at different energies from RHIC and LHC to
study their

!!!
s

p
dependence. These new measurements

could put stringent constraints on J=" production models.
The inclusive J=" differential cross sections were

compared to prompt J=" calculations. These calcula-
tions included LO-NRQCD% CGC at low pT and NLO-
NRQCD for the rest of pT range. These model calculations
overestimated the data at low pT and underestimated the
data at high pT . The nonprompt J=" contribution was not
included which could account for the underestimation at
high pT where the nonprompt processes are significant.
In addition, we measured the ratio of the cross section of

"!2s" to J=" , multiplied by their respective branching ratio
to dimuons, R # 2.84$ 0.45%. The result is consistent
with world data within uncertainties with no dependence on
collision energy.
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Exclusive J/ photoproduction o� deuteron in d+Au ultra-peripheral collisions at STAR Zhoudunming
Tu, for the STAR Collaboration
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Figure 2: Left: Di�erential cross section of J/ photoproduction as a function p2
T is shown in d +Au UPC

at STAR. Right: Fourier transformation from coherent J/ photoproduction t distribution to the spatial
distribution in terms of impact parameter b for the deuteron.
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Coherent Quarkonium photoproduction on transversely polarised protonResults on J/psi A-gamma-N in p"+Au UPC

Observed angular asymmetry A�
N = 0.05 ± 0.20 at

W�p = 23.8 GeV

Result provides no discrimination about the prediction,
but is a proof of principle

More statistics at lower photon-proton energies is
needed to test the models

Very first measurement is understood as a proof of principle

Jaroslav Adam (BNL) Quarkonia in Ultra-Peripheral Collisions at RHIC Centre Paul Langevin, 12-18 January, 2020 19 / 20

Transverse spin asymmetry in ultra-peripheral collisions

first low-xB channel to complement 

transversely polarised fixed-target measurements


